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ABSTRACT
 

Infrared spectroscopic features of 1:12 and 1:11 

heteropoly tungstates were studied using FT - IR. Internal 

coordinate analysis revealed that 297 coordinates are 

required for the 1:12 heteropoly anions, and 303 for the 

1 : 11 an ions. 

The spectra of compounds of these two fami 1 i es were 

identified and characterized using 'fingerprint' and 

computeri zed search methods. For the computer searches, 

four spectral libraries were created for the four different 

dispersive media, KBr, KC1, Nujol and CC14. Major bands 

were assigned to specific localized vibrations. 

An absorbance study was performed with selected 

compounds using a new weighing scheme. The accuracy of 

this scheme was matched with the usual technique for 

tripalmitin in CC14 solution and was found to be simpler 

and more advantageous. An unusua 1 absorbance vs 

concentrat ion behav i or was observed. Th is phenomenon is 

interpreted in terms of different vibrational nature of the 

anions at different concentration ranges. The absorbance 

study also indicated that for a given heteropoly compound 

in non-polar solvents, the absorption proportionality 

constant is also a function of concentration. Some 

uncertainties were observed about the stability of these 

compounds in the solutions with respect to time and 

temperature. 
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1.1. INSTRUMENTATION AND THEORY OF FT-IR SPECTROMETRY: 

In this section instrumentation and theory of Fourier 

Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectrometry including the 

theoretical and mathematical principles of FT-IR wi 11 be 

discussed. A paper by Lowenstein [1] is the best source of 

information to get a brief historical development of the 

field of FT-IR spectrometry. And, for brief details in 

general, two papers by Backer and Farrar and Griffith [2, 

3] are the best sources. Subheadings which come under this 

class are: operating principle of the Michelson 

interferometer, advantages and disadvantages of FT-IR 

spectrometry and processes performed by FT-IR to produce a 

spectrum. 

1.1.1. Operating Principle of the Michelson Interferometer: 

The operating principal of FT-IR is based on the 

Michelson interferometer [4 - 6]. Basically, the Michelson 

interferometer is a device which divides a beam of 

radiation into two beams and then recombines the two beams 

after introducing a path difference between them. This 

path difference is responsible for producing the 

interference pattern. This path difference is also a 

measure of intensity variation of the beam emerging from 

the interferometer. The variation in the intensity of the 

beam passing to the detector and returning to the source 

gives the spectral information in the FT-IR. 

In its simplest form, the Michelson interferometer 

1
 



consists of two mutually perpendicular mirrors, one of 

which can travel in a direction perpendicular to its plane. 

The velocity of this mi rror is controlled by a reference 

signal incident upon a detector which is produced by 

modulation of the beam from the helium-neon laser of 

frequency 632.8 nm [7]. The plane of these two mirrors is 

bisected by a beamsplitter. An ideal beamsplitter has zero 

absorption and 50_ reflectance and transmittance each. If a 

coll imated beam of monochromatic radiation of wavelength, 

L, is passed onto an ideal beamsplitter, 50% of the 

incident radiation will be reflected to one of the mirrors 

and 50% wi 11 be transmitted to the other mi rror. After 

reflection from these two mirrors, the two beams return to 

the beamsplitter where they recombine and interfere. Fifty 

percent of the beam which was reflected from the fixed 

mirror is transmitted through the beamsplitter while 50_ of 

the beam is reflected back in the direction of the source. 

The beam which returns in the direction of the source is 

known as the reflected beam and the beam which emerges from 

the interferometer at 90° to the input beam is called the 

transmitted beam. The beam which is detected by the FT-IR 

is the transmitted beam. For a monochromatic source of 

intensity, I(L), the intensity of transmitted beam, I'(x), 

as a function of optical path difference, x, is given as: 

I'(x) = 0.5 I(L) + I(x)
 

where I(x) = 0.5 I(v') * cos[44xv'/7].
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The i ntens i ty, I (x) , is characterized as modulated 

component of transmi tted beam and is known as the 

interferogram. Here, v' stands for wavenumber 

corresponding to wavelength, L. The cosine Fourier 

transform I(v'), of I(x) is given as: 
+<><:> 

I(v') =,S I(x) * cos[44xv'/7] dx. 
-= 

If instead of a monochromatic source, a 

polychromatic source is used, then the interferogram is the 

sum of individual interferograms due to each wavenumber. 

In the form of Fourier transform, I(x) is then given as: 
-+-~ 

lex) = 0.5 ~ I(v') * cos[44v'x/7] dv'. 
-ac 

1.1.2. Advantages and Disadvantages: 

Some advantages and disadvantages of FT-IR 

spectrometry over traditional dispersive IR spectrometry 

are described in the following section [2 - 6]. 

1.1.2.1. Jacquinot Advantage: 

The principal advantage of FT-IR spectrometry over 

the dispersive IR spectrometry is that the optical 

throughput of an interferometer, Ex, is greater than that 

of a dispersive instrument, ED, operating at the same 

resolution. For mid-infrared FT-IR spectrometer, this 

advantage, known as Jacquinot advantage, is between 1 and 

2 orders of magnitude. In general, the mathematical 

expression for this advantage at a given wavenumber, v', is 

given as: 

Ex/ED = 0.075 * (V'2 )/v' •• x 



where v' •• x is maximum wavenumber in the spectrum. 

Jacquinot advantage is also a measure of radiation striking 

the detector. This advantage is important for the 

measurement of weak emissions and also for high resolution 

studies. 

1.1.2.2. Fe11gett's Advantage: 

The other principal advantage of FT-IR instrument 

is known as Fellgett's advantage or the multiplex 

advantage. An interferometer receives information from the 

entire range of a given spectrum during each scan, whereas 

a dispersive grating spectrometer receives information from 

only the narrow region which 1ies within the exit slit of 

the instrument. Hence, less time is required to obtain the 

same information with a Fourier instrument. 

Mathematically, spectra taken on instruments with 

equal optical throughput and efficiency at equal signal to 

noise ratio, SNR, and reso1 ution usi ng identi ca 1 sources, 

wi 11 take M times less time on a Fourier spectrometer. 

Here, M is the number of resolution elements and is given 

as: 

M = [ v' •• x - V'.in ]/ R 

where R is the resolution of the instrument. 

For measurements taken with equal data acquisition 

time, the SNR taken on a Fourier spectrometer is M1/2 times 

better than the SNR of the same measurement taken on a 

dispersive spectrometer. For a scan of the entire mid

4
 



infrared region at a resolution of 4 cm- 1 , the magnitude of 

Fe1lgett's advantage is equal to 30, and it increases with 

an increase in resolution. 

For a dispersive instrument, the total active time 

of data acquisition, which is equal to the total time 

during which the sample is being irradiated, is much less 

than the total time involved in obtaining a spectrum. In 

thi s case the spectrum is usua 11 y plotted as the data is 

being recorded. But in an interferometer, the spectrum 

cannot be plotted until all of the interferograms have been 

recorded, averaged, apodized, and transformed. If only one 

interferogram is to be recorded then the inefficiency of 

interferometer negates the Fell gett' s advantage. But, if 

several interferograms are to be recorded then the Four;er 

transform of previous interferograms can be averaged while 

the next is being collected. This ;mproves the efficiency 

of interferometer and brings the total time closer to the 

total active time of Fellgett's advantage. 

1.1.2.3. Connes' Advantage: 

Connes' advantage is simply stated as the ability 

of interferometer to very accurately characterize the 

frequency. This advantage stems from the accurate 

measurement of the displacement of the moving mirror. 

Connes' advantage also allows the subtraction of background 

spectra. 

1.1.2.4.	 Coo1ey-Tukey A1gor;thm Advantage: 

5 



The efficiency of interferometer is improved by 

the method devised by Cooley and Tukey to calculate Fourier 

transforms. By this algorithm. the total number of 

operations requi red to compute the Fourier transform is 

greatly reduced. According to this method. if sufficient 

zeroes are added such that the total number of data points. 

O. is equal to an integral power of two. then the time 

required for the calculation is reduced to (0 * 10g20) [8]. 

1.1.2.5. Resolution Advantage: 

Reso 1ut i on advantage of i nte rfe rog ram dea1s with 

the precision or the resolution of the band. The 

resolution. R. of an interferometer is defined as the 

inverse of optical path difference. x. between two arms of 

the interferometer. Numerically. the expression fer x. is 

given as: 

x = 2d * cosB 

where. d is spatial displacement between the fixed and the 

movable m-jrror and B i8 the angle that the IR light source 

makes with the optical axis of the collimator. For a point 

source. value of B = o. 

The reso1ut i on can be contro11 ed by the use of an 

apodi zing funct ion. A1so. reso 1ut ion is affected by 

di vergence of the beam and by i nstabi 1i ty of the mi rror 

motion in either speed or alignment. Both result in poorer 

resolution than expected. 

1.1.2.6.	 Detector Performance: 

6 



One factor which is a definite disadvantage of an 

interferometer compared to a dispersive instrument is the 

performance of the detector. In the dispersive instrument, 

all frequencies are modulated or chopped at a constant 

frequency, whereas in interferometer this modulation 

frequency is dependent on the frequency, v, of the source 

radiation. This frequency is given as: 

f( v) = 2v' * V 

where V is the velocity of moving mirror and v' is the 

wavenumber correspond i ng to frequency, v. The FT- IR used 

in present study utilizes a Deuterated Tri-Glycine Sulfate 

(DTGS) pyroelectric detector. This detector has a Curie 

point equal to 49°C. 

1.1.2.7. Other Advantages and Disadvantages: 

A large range of wavenumbers per scan is an 

additional advantages of Fourier instrument over the 

dispersive one. Another advantage of Fourier 

interferometer is the measurement of complex reflection and 

transmission coefficients by placing the sample in one of 

the arm of the interferometer. This technique also helps in 

the ca1cu 1at i on of amp 1i tude and phase ang 1e for these 

coefficients and complex indices of refraction. 

FT-IR spectroscopy shows effects that may lead to 

errors in quantitative analysis [6]. One of the effects 

that is restricted to FT-IR spectrometer performance is the 

stability of the interferometer. Instability of the 

7 



instrument may produce frequency shift in spectra which may 

be due to noncoherence of coadded i nterferograms. Th i s 

instability may induce due to mirror velocity fluctuation 

and mirror's non alignment. Fluctuating mirror velocity 

may produce a ghost peak in the spectrum. Also, mirror 

tilt can reduce the resolution. 

Although FT-IR is more expensive than traditional IR 

instrument, it is capable of detecting radiations modulated 

in excess of 1MHz. A dispersive instrument uses a 

thermocouple for the same purpose and cannot detect 

radiation modulated in excess of 1KHz. 

1.1.3. Processes Performed by FT-IR to Produce a Spectrum: 

In order to produce a spectrum, FT-IR performs the 

following processes [4-6}: 

1.1.3.1. Resolution: 

The ultimate factor in determining the resolution 

of an FT-IR spectrometer is the maximum optical retardation 

or the maximum optical path difference. Basically two 

criteria are used to define the resolution. One is known 

as the Rayleigh criterion and the another is the full width 

at half height (FWHH) criterion. 

Under the Rayleigh criterion, two adjacent spectral 

lines of equal intensity, each with Sinc2 A as the 

instrument line shape, ILS, are considered to be just 

resolved when the center of one line is at the same 

frequency as the first zero value of the ILS of the other. 
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The ILS is the Fourier transform of a boxcar truncation 

function which is introduced into the basic Fourier 

integral equation for non-ideal interferometers to retain 

the integration limits. In general, this function has the 

form SincnA, where 

SincnA = SinnA/An with n = 1 or 2. 

If the same criterion is applied to a line having a SincA 

as the ILS then the two lines will not be resolved. 

According to FWHH criterion, two triangularly 

shaped 1i nes of equa1 i ntens i ty a re on 1y supposed to be 

resolved if the spacing between the 1ines is greater than 

the FWHH of either line. 

1.1.3.2. Scanning: 

Interferometers are classified according to the 

scan speed of the moving mirror into three types: rapid 

scan, step scan and slow scan interferometers. The 

interferometer which is useful for the mid-IR range has a 

rapid scanning feature. For this type, a typical mirror 

velocity is 0.168 cm/sec. The modulation frequencies at 

the extremes are: 

f(4000} = 1264 Hz 

f(4oo} = 126.4 Hz 

These two modulation frequencies are also known as Fourier 

frequencies. Because these two frequencies lie in the 

audio range, they can be easily amplified without the 

necessity for modulating the beam with a chopper. Hence, 
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1 the radiation is allowed to hit the detector all of the 

Ultra-high resolution obtained by a rapid scan 

interferometer is not more than 0.01 cm- 1 • 

Apodization: 

Apod i zat ion is a mathemat i ca1 process app 1i ed to 

the interferogram. During this process, the interferogram 

is multiplied by a function known as the apodizing function 

which removes negative side lobes introduced into 

transformed spectra because of finite optical path 

displacement [9]. The main apodization function is a 

triangular function. It has a value equal to unity at zero 

path difference. This value decreases monotonically until 

it reaches zero near the maximum path difference. The ILS 

function for this triangular function is of the form 

Sinc2 A. This ILS is basically the same function which is 

used for applying the Rayleigh criterion. 

When an absorbing sample is placed in the beam 

from a continuous source, the measured interferogram is the 

sum of the interferogram of the source with no sample 

present and of the interferogram due to sample. Because 

energy is being absorbed by the sample, these two 

interferograms are 1800 out of phase. At this stage, the 

effect of apodization is considered important for the 

background spectrum. At high retardation the background 

spectrum contains negligible informations. 

1.1.3.4. Phase Correction: 
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To get the actual measured interferogram, an 

term is added to the phase angle, (44v'x/7). 

This correction to the phase angle arises due to optical, 

'lectronic, and sampling effects. Theory assumes that the 

interferogram is symmetrical at x = O. But actually, the 

first data is sampled at x = -P1 before the zero optical 

path difference. Thus the new phase angle is given as 

[44v' (X-p1 )/7]. 

Electronic fi 1ters, which are designed to remove 

high frequency noise from the interferogram, also have the 

effect of putting a wavenumber dependent phase lag (PZ) on 

each cosinusoida1 component of the interferogram. Thus the 

resultant phase due to this correction becomes [(44v' (x

pz )/7] • 

After using these phase corrections and the 

orthogonal properties of sine, cosine, and transcendental 

exponential functions, the total computed components can be 

divided into two parts. A real part due to cosine Fourier 

transform and an imaginary part due to sine Fourier 

transform. As the shape of ILS is intermediate between a 

truncated sine wave of the cosine Fourier transform and 

Sine function resulting from the cosine transform of the 

truncated cos i ne wave, the process of remov i ng these two 

sine components from an interferogram is known as phase 

correction. 

1.2. HETEROPOLY COMPOUNDS: 
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Definition of Heteropoly Compounds: 

Heteropoly compounds usually are defined as the 

oompounds containing heteropoly anions. Heteropoly anion 

HPA(s), are the anions which contain two or more different 

positive valent atoms in addition to oxygen [10]. 

two or more atoms, one type of atom is known as 

the central hetero atom, X. A second type of atom is known 

as the peripheral hetero atom, Y. And a third type of atom 

is known as the addendum atom, Z. In their most general 

form, the anions of 12-tungsto-heteropol ies can be 

represented as: 

with a = 1 

[X. (Y [ 1 ] ) b Z ( 1 2 - b ) 0 ( ,to - b) ]. - b = 0, 1 0 r 2 

and e = net charge 

In most of the compounds, Z is usually Mo, W, or V in its 

highest oxidation state, Y may be Co or Cr or another first 

row trans it i on metal, and 1 is the termi na1 1i gand on Y 

hetero atom [13]. In the case of Co and Cr, these two 

atoms may be present in either the +2 and/or +3 oxidation 

states. X, the central hetero atom may be Si, P, B, Zn, 

Ga, Ge, and dihydrogen. A total of 67 different elements 

of periodic table can act as either central or peripheral 

hetero atoms [11]. This variety of hetero atoms which may 

also be in different oxidation states together with the 

basically complex nature of heteropoly chemistry has lead 

to a proliferation of heteropoly anions which at first 
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sight is somewhat confusing [12]. 

The hetero atom, X may be a non-metal of moderate 

electronegativity or a metal especially transition metals. 

The elements that can funct i on as the addenda atoms, Z, 

appear to be limited to those with both a favorable 

combination of ionic radius, charge, and the abi 1ity to 

form coordination bond. There is no such restriction on 

hetero atoms [13]. 

The basic difference between the conventional 

coordination compounds and heteropoly compounds can be 

stated in terms of thei r coordination 1inkage and average 

charge density. Size of addenda atoms, and their dpi 

electron acceptor properties also make them different from 

the coordination compounds [10]. For heteropoly compounds, 

no discrete 1igands are coordinated to the central hetero 

atom; instead, the structure coordinated to the X atom is 

interconnected. Also the dissociated fragments do not 

coi nc ide with any discrete 1i gand. Second 1y , because of 

the large size of these anions, the average charge density 

on the surface of heteropoly anions is very low as compared 

to that for more typical coordination compounds. 

1.2.2. Historical Background: 

The first heteropoly was discovered in 1826 when 

Berzel ius noted the yellow precipitate of 12

molybdophosphate when he added ammonium molybdate solution 

to phosphoric acid [11]. Analytical study of this compound 
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was done in 1848 by Svanberg and Struve who postulated the 

compounds of this type as double salts. A more precise 

study of composition of 12-tungstosi1icate was performed by 

Marignac in 1862. 

In 1908, Mio1ati made the first systematic study to 

understand the nature of heteropo1 y compounds. He 

suggested the structure of these compounds on the basis of 

ionic theory and Werner's coordination theory. He also 

developed a theory which was later modified by Rosenheim 

and became known as the Mio1ati-Rosenheim theory [11]. 

According to this theory, heteropo1y acids are based on six 

coordinate hetero atoms with ZO.. 2- or Z2072- anions as 

ligands or bridging groups coordinated to the central atom. 

Formulae produced by this theory suggest a different 
\ 

basicity than expected from the modern theory. \ However, 

these formulae are still used to interpret their structure 

[ 12] • 

Early structure characterization of heteropo1y 

compounds came in 1929 when Pauling attempted to propose a 

structure for the heteropo1y compound having the ratio of 

number of central atoms to the addenda atoms as 1:12 [14]. 

According to Pauling's explanation, a stable 12

tungstosi 1icate heteropo1y complex ion can be formed by 

arranging ZOe octahedra in such a way that they share 

corners with each other but not edges and faces. Complete 

detail of this structure was derived by Keggin in 1933 
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using powder X-ray crystallography using 12

tungstophosphate [15 - 17J. The structures of Paul i ng and 

Kegg ina1though essent i all y based on the same sha ring of 

octahedra are not identical. Pauling's structure has been 

found in one of the paratungstates. Whereas Keggin's 

structure forms the basis of a large class of heteropo1ies. 

The Kegg in structure was 1ater confi rmed by Brad 1ey and 

Illingworth in 1936. 

After nearly twelve years in 1948, Evans using X-ray 

crystallography reported the next new structure of a 

po1yanion, [TeMoeOz4Je-. This shows that until 1950, X-ray 

was the best known tool for researchers in this field. But 

now in addition to this technique, many other advanced 

techniques such as electronic spectroscopy, vibrational 

spectroscopy, NMR, EMF methods, polarography and 

voltammetry, salt cryoscopy, diffusion and dialysis, 

ultracentrifugation, ESR, and EPR are widely used to 

exp lore the i ndepth deta i 1s of th i s 1ess common 1y known 

field [11]. 

The earlier literature in this field, according to 

Tsigdinos [12J, should be used carefully and interpreted in 

the 1i ght of recent find i ngs because ana 1yses reported in 

the earlier literature are often inaccurate due to the high 

molecular weights of the heteropo1y compounds. 

1.2.3. General Classification and Formulation: 

The	 heteropoly anions which are well characterized 
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structurally can be conveniently classified into five broad 

classes depending upon the ratio of the number, a, of 

central hetero atom, X, to the number, c [this is also 

equal to (12-b)] of addenda atoms, Z [12, IS, 19]. This 

classification also depends upon coordination number of the 

centra 1 hetero atoms. Compounds wi th the same number of 

atoms in the anions are usually isomorphous and have 

similar chemical properties. The heteropoly anions of 

molybdenum and tungsten containing non-transition elements 

as central hetero atoms have more structural analogues than 

those containing transition elements as the central hetero 

atom [18]. 

Group A: Heteropoly anion~ having the ratio of 

(a:c) as 1:12 ano 1:11 and containing a tetrahedrally 

coordinated hetsro atom, X, belong to this group. Related 

heteropoly anions containing more than one hetero atom, Z 

also represent this group. 

Group B: This group inclUdes the heteropoly 

compounds with the ratio (a:c) as 2:18 and 2:17 and 

containing the tetrahedrally coordinated hetero atom, X. 

These compound are structurally related to group A. 

Re 1ated an ions havi ng more than one hetero atom, Z aga in 

come under this group. 

Group C: The heteropo 1y compounds wi th the rat i 0 

(a:c) as 1:6 and having octahedrally coordinated central 

hetero atom represent this group. 
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Group 0: This group contains the heteropoly 

compounds with the ratio of (a:c) as 1:9 and having 

octahedrally coordinated central hetero atom. These 

compounds are unrelated to 2:18 anions of group B. 

Group E: This group includes the compounds having 

the ratio of (a:c) as 1: 12 but contain an icosahedrally 

coordinated metal atom and in which the parent octahedra 

share faces and corners with each other compared with the 

edge sharing of corners plus edge sharing of the first four 

group. 

1.2.4. General Properties of Heteropoly Compounds: 

Some general properties of heteropoly compounds are 

included in this section but more emphasis is given to 1:12 

heteropoly compounds of tungsten [10 - 13, 18, 19]. 

1. Heteropoly tungstates are more stable in acidic 

than in neutral solutions. All heteropoly cOfllPounds are 

decomposed in concentrated basic solution. 

2. When heated, heteropo 1y tungstates do not start 

losing water molecules until 150°C. Complete decomposition 

occurs at about 5000C. 

3. The lesser the charge on heteropoly anions, the 

higher the stabi 1 ity. This stabi 1 ity also depends on the 

size of the hetero atom, X. Heteropoly tungstates are 

hydrolytically more stable than the corresponding 

molybdenum compounds. 

4. Salt formation between heteropol y anions and 
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polycations is often not a case of simple ionic bonding. 

Although even this e lectrostat i c attraction may be 

unusually important due to the high negative charge 

generally associated with the polyanions. strong ion 

pairing is expected in solution. 

5. The color of heteropoly compounds is highly 

dspendent on nature of the centra1. X. and/or per i phera 1 • 

Z, hetsro atoms. In general, the 1:12 heteropoly compounds 

of tungsten are colorless. 

6. Heteropoly acids show vsry strong affinity toward 

other oxygen donor ligands. 

7. The detsrmination of ionic weight by light 

scatteri ng in aqueous and organ i c sol vents and 

determination of size from ultracentrifugation, viscosity, 

and density measurements show that 1: 12 heteropoly acids 

are monomeric in nature. 

8. Typically, polyoxoanions are air stable species 

of large size (0.60 - 2.50 nm) and high ionic weight (1000

10,000). For [SfWIZ040]4- the ionic weight is 2876. 

9. The free acids and many of their salts are very 

soluble in water. This high solubility combined with their 

high molecular weights produce very dense solutions. Some 

metal salts are relatively insoluble. Usually the larger 

the size of cation, higher soluble is its ealt with a given 

heteropoly anion. Solubility of heteropoly compounds in 

water is attributed to very low lattice energy and energy 
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of solvation of anions. 

10. The free 1:12 heteropoly scids are insoluble in 

non-oxygenated solvents such as benzene, chloroform etc. 

11. Crystalline heteropoly acids and salts are highly 

hydrated with up to 50 molecules of water per anion. Much 

of this water is zeolytic in nature. Also, the hydrated 

acids usually are isostructural. 

12. Some heteropoly compounds are strong oxidizing 

agents and can be readily changed to fairly stable reduced 

compounds of very intense color. These compounds of mixed 

valance are known as heteropoly blues. The reduced 

compound can in turn act as reducing agents. The original 

color of the compound is restored on oxidation. 

1.2.5. Some Impo~tant Uses of Hete~opoly Compounds: 

Appl ications of heteropoly compounds mainly 1 ie in 

their catalytic prope~t1es. High charges, ionic weights, 

solubilities, solvolytic behavior in both aqueous and 

organic media, thermal stabilities, and redox properties 

are of particular interest in characterizing heteropoly 

compounds for their various usee [1" 12]. 

1.2.5.1. Catalya;a: 

In a number of reactions, heteropoly compounds are 

successful 1y used as the heterogeneous cata 1yst. For 

example, 12-tungstophosphoric acid and 12-tungstosilicic 

acid have been reported as the most effective catalysts for 

the dehydration of castor oil to unsaturated oils. Also, 
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t2-tungstophosphori c cata 1yses the hydroxy 1at i on of alkyl 

alcohol to glycerol using hydrogen peroxide. The catalytic 

oxidation of lowsr olefins to unssturated aldehydss and 

eubseQuent conversion into unsaturated in the presence of 

various heteropoly compounds has also been studied [11]. 

Heteropo 1y compounds have been used as cata 1ysts for the 

vapor-phase partial oxidation of naphthelene and vapor

phase hydration of ethylene. Recently, solid heteropoly 

acids have been reported to be efficient catalysts for the 

polycondensation of benzyl alcohol. Catalytic processes 

involving heteropoly anions in homogeneous solution is also 

a broad field to study. 

1.2.5.2.	 Chemical Analysis: 

phosphate, si 1icate, arsenate, and germenate ions 

Rlay be determined gravimetrically or by means of 

colorometric analytical methods involving reduction to 

hsteropoly blue solutione. By these methods, it can be 

determined whether these ions occur separately or togethsr 

in solution. It can be done by forming the corresponding 

heteropoly complexes and selectively extracting complexes 

using organic solvents at the suitable pH. 

1.2.5.3.	 As Ion-Exchangers: 

Crystal 1ine heteropoly compounds with porous 

structure are used as ion-exchangers. The ions are able to 

move freel y through thi s type of structure so that ion

exchange takes place throughout the entire crystal lattice 
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and not only on the surface of the crystals. 

1.2.5.4. Biochemical Applicatione: 

Phosphotungstic acid is a good analytical reagent 

for proteins, alkaloide, and purines. Also, it acts as a 

good preci p i tant for protei ns. Phosphotungst i c ac id can 

aleo be used as a non-specific dense strain for electron 

microscopy. The latter two applications are based upon 

coulombic interaction between the polyanion and cationic 

sites on the biomolecules. Only phosphomolybdatee are 

found to be selective inhibitors of certain acid 

phosphotases. 

1.2.5.5. Corrosion Inhibition: 

Heteropoly compounds have been used as conversion 

coatings in steel and aluminum and as organic coatings on 

steel with anticorroeion properties. This application of 

heteropoly compounds must be approached carefully because 

some heteropoly compounds undergo hydrolytic degradation in 

very dilute solutions. 

1.2.5.6. Flame Retardant: 

Molybdenum compounds can act as a flame retardant 

for wood and textiles and as smoke suppressants in textiles 

and plastics. 

1.2.5.7. General Uses: 

Heteropoly acids are excellent protonic conductors 

and are electrochromic in the solid state as a result of 

the formation of heteropoly blues. These heteropoly blues 
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also used to detect several organic radicals generated 

by radiolysis of aQueous solutions. 

1.3. Statement of the Objectives: 

The primary objective of this research was to identify 

heteropoly compounde using infrared techniQues. Though the 

field of heteropoly compounds is nearly 150 years old, not 

much work has been done in the area of thei r infrared 

spectra [11]. The available literature concerning the 

infrared spectra of these compounds is not very consistent 

[19]. Moreover, most of this information is given for 1 :12 

class of heteropoly compounds [19]. Also, studies reported 

only have used the dispersive type of infrared instruments. 

Therefore, the field related to infrared spectra study of 

1:11 class of heteropoly family using FT-IR methods needs 

to be explored. Keeping this fact in mind, the research 

was concentrated on i dent ifi cat i on of unknown heteropo 1y 

compounds using 'fingerprint' and computerized methods. 

Computing capabilities now allow for the identification of 

compounds us; ng spectral search 1 i brar ; es. Therefore a 

part of this objective was to set up spectral libraries of 

heteropoly compounds. 

A second objective of this study was to assign the 

bands of the infrared spectrum of a given heteropoly 

compound, and hsnce to characterize the spectrum. As 

mentioned earlisr (section 1.2.1.), heteropoly compounds of 

a family and addenda atom differ from each other only 
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of the presence of central hetero atom and 

peripheral hetero atom. Therefore, the infrared spectra of 

these compounds should be almost the same with the 

exception of certain peaks due to the nature of different 

hete ro a toms. 

A	 third objective of this study was to observe the 

absorbance behavior of some heteropoly compounds in non

polar solvents such as eel. and eS2. 

Another objective of this research was to develop FT

IR quantitative methods for using heteropoly compounds as a 

catalytic agent (section 1.2.5.1.). 

2.	 STRUCTURAL AND VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY OF HETEROPOLY 

COMPOUNDS: 

2.1. Principle Basis of IR Spectroscopy: 

Infrared spectroscopy for the m1d-IR region is mainly 

concerned with the absorption of energy by a molecule or 

with the study of emission of IR radiation by the concerned 

species in the excited state. In this region absorption 

occurs somewhere between 4000 - 400 cm- 1 • For heteropoly 

compounds this region of interest lies in the 'fingerprint 

regi on' of 1100 - 350 cm- 1 [7, 20]. The occurrence of a 

vibrational spectrum is dependent upon an overall change in 

electrical dipole moment of the ion or molecule. The 

electrical dipole moment is defined as the product of the 

charge produced and the displacement produced during a 
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particular vibrational motion. Hence, the intensity of an 

IA absorption band is dependent on the magn ituds of the 

dipole moment change. The interaction of radiation with 

ths vibration in the molecule is responsible for producing 

the absorption band in the IR spectrum. 

An IR absorption spsctrum of a molecule is one of its 

uniQue physical properties because no two molecules having 

different structures can show the same IR spectra. The 

study of these spectral properties for a given compound can 

differentiate it from others without doing any chemical 

analysis. 

The spectral compari son of two compounds can be done 

by using two methods: one is by visual comparison of 

standard spectra and the othsr is by computeri zed 

comparison of standard spectra. The first method is often 

called the 'fingerprint method'. In this method a spectrum 

of an unknown compound is vi suall y compared wi th standard 

spectra unti 1 a match is found. The second method uses 

digitized spectra rather than the more common analog 

graphical spectra and a computer program performs the 

comparisons. 

In the first or fingerprint method, spectra of known 

compounds are recorded in the normal or analog form and 

stored in notebooks. Then the spectrum of an unknown 

compound is recorded. The maJor bands in the unknown 

spectrum are used to aid in manually searching the standard 
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in the notebooks to find similar spectra. These 

spectra are then compared unti 1 a match is found. 

compounds have some bands which sre similar, 

spectra of c 1assee of compounds are usua11 y 

stored in adjacent sections in the notebooks. 

For the second or computer method, spectra of known 

compounds are digitized and stored in a fi le called a 

librsry. Then the spectrum of an unknown compound is 

obtained in an identical digitized form. Each of the 

spectra in the library are compared to the unknown spectrum 

and a numer i cal va 1ue ass i gned to represent the closeness 

of the match. A 1 ist of the spectra which most closely 

match is then displayed. The computer operator then makes 

a visual verification. 

An important requirement for using either of these two 

_thods is that a 11 the spectra must be taken under the 

identical conditions of resolution and number of scane and 

should also have been dispersed in the same medium (21]. 

The former method is very time consuming and depends upon 

highly trained personnel. The latter method is much faster 

since a computer can operate at much higher speeds. Also 

since the latter method can search all the apectral files, 

a lower probability exists of missing the correct standard 

spectrum. Computer searches, however, are highly dependent 

upon the a 1gori thm used to perform the match or search. 

2.2.	 Structural Arrangement of Atoms in Heteropoly Anions: 
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The simple HPA (SiWl2040]4- results if, in the general 

b = 0, X :; S i, and Z = W. Th is HPA has the 

idealized Keggin structure (15 - 17]. In a simple diagram 

Keggin etructure, the silicon atom can be considered to 

placed at the center of the regular cube. This silicon 

combined with a group of four oxygen atoms forms 

a regular tetrahedron at the center of regular cube. These 

oxygen atoms are arranged with their centers at the corners 

of this regular undistorted tetrahedron. Each of the 

twa 1ve tungsten atom i 8 placed at the center of each edge 

of this regular cube and forms its own distorted octahedron 

Which has six oxygens at the corners (Figure 1). These 

tungsten atoms are moved off the center towards the 

exterior of their octahedra. These twelve octahedra are 

arranged in four units, WJ01S, of three octehdra each. In 

each unit of WsO, s, each octahedron sharee three oxygen 

atoms with the other two octahedra in the group (Figure 2). 

Two adjacent equatorial oxygen atoms are shared: one with 

each octahedron in the group. Hence, three oxygen atoms 

form an equi lateral triangle. The thi rd oxygen atom, from 

each octahedron which is shared within the group, is the 

interior axial atom. This oxygen atom ie shared with all 

three octahedra in the unit and the tetrahedron. Besides 

sharing three oxygen atoms with the other octahedra in the 

same unit. the two remaining adjacent equatorial oxygen 

atoms are shared wi th two octahedra in two of the other 
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units of WsOu (Figure 3). 

Hence. in a complete structure. each WOe octahedron 

consists of one oxygen atom shared between a unit of three 

and one 5i04 tetrahedron, two oxygen 

Itoms shared with two other octahedra of the same unit, two 

oxygen atoms shared with two other units containing three 

octahedra each and one oxygen atom remain unshared. Within 

each unit of three octahedra, two edges of each WOe 

octahedron are shared with edges of the two other octahedra 

(Figure 4). Between units of three octahedra, only Corners 

are shared. In HPC(e), there 1s no direct linkage between 

the individual molecules, but instead, it is the hydrogen 

bonding through some molecules of water of hYdration. These 

water molecules are also responsible for packed unit 

structure in the crystal [12, 22]. In the overall 

structure, all HPA are arranged in spiral which surrounds a 

relatively large space. This space acconmodates the 

cations and water molecules present in the HPC [10]. 

The main reason that the octahedra are distorted by 

the W atom being displaced towards its exterior appears to 

be due to coulombic electrostatic repulsion between the 

positively charged central 5i atom and the W addendum atom 

[10]. In addition, the peripheral, unshared oxygen atom 

is polarized toward the W addendum atom and the interior of 

the complex. This polarization results in a very high ion

induced dipole interaction with the tungsten atom and can 
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account for the observed distortion of the octahedron. 

Interior oxygen atoms have positive valent atoms near 

them on several sides and, therefore, cannot be polarized 

so intensively in anyone direction [10]. The exterior 

oxygen atoms, be i ng heavi 1y pol ar i zed inwards, suck the 

tungsten atome outwards. The two dimensional spatial 

arrangement of atoms of this simple HPA is shown in [23]. 

For other HPA(S) on which this research is 

concentrated, e.g. [5i 4 +C02+(H20)W,,03.J8- , one tungsten 

atom and its terminal oxygen atom are replaced from the 

simpls HPA by a peripheral hetero atom, Co, and a ligand 

molecule. H20. This type of anion has a 'defective' or 

'pseudo' Keggin structure [24]. A very detsiled account of 

the historical development of these compounds is mentioned 

;n [20, 25]. 

2.3. Schoenfliess Point Group of the Heteropoly Anions: 

For the HPA(e) having the ideal Keggin structure. it 

is observed after applying symmetry operations such as E, 

Ca, C2, 54 and Sd that this type of anion possess Td as the 

point group with 24 as the point group order, h. Here, Sd 

mentioned refers to symmetry operation corresponding to 

reflection through a dihedral mirror plane. For the HPA(s) 

having defective Keggin structures, the assigned point 

group is C. with the symmetry elements E and Sh. Thus, the 

point group order for this symmetry group is two. Here, Sh 

refers to symmetry operation corresponding to reflection 
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horizontal mirror plane. 

IR Active ~ode8 of [S;W1f(UO]4- Anion: 

The infrared active modes of the HPA [SiW12040]4

having Td as the point group is determined by first 

constructing a reducible representation for the dipole 

moment which is denoted as G(dm) [26]. The characters of 

this reducible representation for proper rotations, that is 

the E. C3 and C2 synvnetry operations, is given as [1 + 

2CosQ], where Q. is the angle of rotation due to each of 

these symmetry operations. The value of the characters for 

improper rotations, 54 and Sd, is equal to [-1 + 2cosQ]. 

Thus, the reducible representation of the dipole moment for 

r.	 is given as: 

h=24 E c. c, s. Sd 

Q o 120 , 80 90 o 

r 1 8 3 6 6 

G(dm) 3 o -1 -1 I 

G(F, ) 3 o -1 -1 1 

where r represents the repetitive number of each operation 

that can be performed to give the molecule its original 

position, and G( F, ) represents the i rreduc ; b Je 

representation corresponding to F2 mode of vibration. 

By comparing the values of G(dm) and G(F2) for each 

symmetry operation, one can justify the concJusion that the 
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mode is the only IR active vibrational mode for this 

Total Number of Bande Belonging to Each Normel Mode 

for [S;W1:t04o)4- Anion: 

A normal mode of vibration is one during Which each 

of a molecule executes simple harmonic motion. In a 

normal mode of vibration, all the atoms move with the same 

frequency and are in phase. Therefore, the center of 
I 

: gravity of the molecule rsmains unaltered. 

The number of bands belonging to F2 band. Which is the 

only IR active mode, ;s determined by first calCUlating 

character, G{v) of the reducible representation for the 

vibratory motion of the atoms in this HPA [26]. This can be 

done by calculating G{m). the character of the reducible 

repreeentation for all types of motion shown by all atoms 

in the HPA and then subtracting from this representation 

the characters of the reducible representations of the 

translational motion and of the rotatory motion. The 

character G(m) for the proper rotations is given as 

[N{1+2cosQ)] and for the improper rotations is given as 

[N{-1+2cosQ»). In these expressions, N denotes the total 

number of atoms that remained unshifted under each symmetry 

operat i on (26]. 

If the characters of each symmetry operation for the 

reducible representation for translational motion are 

designated as G(t), the characters of each symmetry 
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,eration for rotatory motion, G(v), can be calculated from 

expression: 

G(v) = G(m) - 2G(t) 

value of G(v) can be placed in the following relation 

calculate the total number of bands, B(F, ) , 

to an Fz eymmetric vibration: 

B(F,) = (l/h) £r G(F,) • G(v) 
r
" to the determination of N was not done because 

of insufficient time, but according to the literature the 

value of B(F,) should be 22 [19, 201. 

2.8.	 Internal Coordinate Analysis of Heteropoly Anions of 

the Type 1:12 and 1:1:11: 

The normal coordinates of a vibrating system expreas 

all the individual independent displacements of the atoms 

involved in the vibratory motion. i.e. a normal mode of 

vibration. A HPA having B 1: 12 ratio of hetero atorfts to 

the addenda atoma , has 53 atoms which gives it 159 total 

degrees of freedom, d.f. Because th i s type of an i on is 

non-l i near in structure, only 153 d. f. correspond to the 

vibrational motion. 

When this anion undergoes vibratory motion, internal 

variations take place within the anion in the form of 

changes in bond angles and bond lengths. These changes in 

the anion can be described in terms of four internal 

coordinates s, m, n, and p [27]. The symbol s refers to 

bond stretching, m to bond angle deformation, n to out of 
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and p to torsion produced during vibration. 

number of coordinates required to completely specify 

in i nterna 1 structure are N., N.. Nn, and Np 

These coord i nates are directly related to 

N.; number of bonds, Nb; the number of 

'--:toms in the anion which participate only in one bond, A1; 

.,.d to the bond multipl icity of the atoms, M1 [27]. The 

ie defined here as the number of coplanar 

or more) which meet at that atom. 

N. = Nb 

N. = 4Nb - 3N. + A, - H, + 2 

Nn = M1 - 2 

N. = Nb - A, 

For the ideal Keggin structure in which all the 

octahedra in the anion are undietorted, which is not a real 

case, N. = 53, Nb = 76, A1 = 12. And for each octahedron 

fit, = 4. Thus, 

N. = 76; N. = 133; Nn = 24: Np = 64 

For the anion having all distorted octahedra, for 

example HPA [S;W12040]4-, N. = 53, Nb = 76, A, = 12, 

and M, = O. ThUS, 

N.=76; N. = 157; Nn=O; Np =64 

Hence, the total number of internal coordinates required to 

specify the changes in internal structure for this anion is 

297. As this anion has 153 d.f. for vibration, some 

redundancies	 are present. The presence of redundancies can 
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checked by using the characters of the reducible 

representation for internal coordinates, G(int). This 

reducible representation can be derived by observing the 

nature of each internal coordinate under all 

aymmetry operations of the Td group. And then, subtraction 

of G(v) from G(intJ will provide the characters G(red) of 

reduc i b 1e repreeentat i on correspond i ng to redundanci es 

[26]. The work related to this part was not completed 

because of insufficient time. 

The 1:1:11 type of HPA, [Si,HC02 +(H20)W'10,u]e- for 

example. has 55 atoms. The total number of vibrational 

degrees of freedom for this anion is 159. An analysis of 

the structure of this anion reveals that N. = 55, Nt» = 78, 

and A1 = 13 and, hence: 

N. = 55, Nb = 78, A, = 13, and M1 = o. 

Thus, the number of coordinates required to completely 

specify these changes in internaT structure, N. f N., Nn f 

and Np are: 

N. :; 7 e; N. = 160; Nn = 0; Np = 65 

Thus, the total number of internal coordinates required to 

completely specify the vibratory motion is 303. 

To do further study in the field of normal coordinate 

analysis of 1:12 type of anions, a paper by Yurchenco [28] 

is the best source of information. 

3.	 EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL TECMNIQUES: 
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Equipment; 

A Bomem MB- 100 FT-IR interfaced to a NEC APC IV 

IBM color plotter was used to obtain 

all spectra. "Spectra Calc" software from Galactic 

Industries Corporation was used to obtain the spectra and 

to perform data treatment. The NEC computer could also be 

connected to an AT&T network. However the memory 

rElQui rements duri ng the co 11 ect i on of the i nterferograms 

precluded connection to the network during data collection. 

All other calculations and data treatment were performed 

using Quattro, spreadsheet. 

Standard KBr windows from Wilmad Glass Company were 

used as the window material for the sample cell. 

Demountable cells from McCarthy were used to place the KBr 

Windows in the path of 1 ight of FT-IR. Teflon spacers of 

thiCkness 55xl0- 11 - 46x10- 11 m were ueed for obtaining 

solution spectra. The sample cells without spacers were 

used to obtain the Nujol spectra. 

All samples were ground in an agate mortar and pestle. 

All masses were determined using a Gram-amatic a .... alytical 

balance (Fisher Scientific Companv). The sensitivity of 

this balance 1S given a~ 0.01 mg. 

Other stanrlard general laboratory apparatus and 

glassware were used as needed. 

3.2. Chemicals: 

The heteropoly compounds were provided by Dr. A. 
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All other chemicals were ACS reagent grade or HPLC 

grade unless otherwise noted. All heteropoly 

compounds and other chemicals were used w'ithout further 

purification. The chemicals used for th'is study were: 

Potassium bromide 

Potassium chloride 

Carbon tetrachloride 

Carbon disulfide 

Heavy mineral oil (Nujol) 

Cyclohexane 

Tripalmitin (provided by Prof. Ericson) 

18 heteropoly compounds, detail of which is given in 

section 3.2.1. 

3.2.1.	 IUPAC Nomenclature, Formulae, and Abbreviated 

Notations for Heteropoly Compounds: 

According to IUPAC system, the central hetero atom 

in the formula of a heteropoly compound should be placed 

first in the formula and placed last in the name along 

with ite oxidation state [29]. The peripheral hetero atom 

is to be placed along with its ligand after the central 

hetero atom in the formul a. But in the name, the 

peripheral atom is to be placed at the beginning of the 

anionic part. The number of addenda atoms also is to be 

stated in the name to justify the rat;o of number of 

central atoms to the number of addenda atoms. 

In this thesis, a 'general formula' devised to 
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deslgnate the oxidation state of each hetero atom is glven 

in addition to the IUPAC formula. The total number of 

water molecules is given at the end of these formulae for 

all compounds except those for which tetra-n-heptylammonium 

is the cat i on. The compounds wi th tetra-n-hepty 1ammon i um 

as the cation were prepared from thelr corresponding K+ or 

Na+ cat ions us i ng 1 i qui d i on exchange phase transfer'J 

method [30]. The number of water molecules attached to 

each heteropoly compound is taken from [12, 20]. 

An abbreviated notation is used for convenience in 

this thesis. The first symbol is ths cation. Next is the 

peripheral hetero atom with its oxidatlon state. Then the 

central atom is given. The symbol. Am, is used for tetra-n

heptylammonium cation. For 1:12 HPA, we + is used to 

rsplace the C02+. For example, KCo3+B is the abbreviated 

notation for potassium aquocobalto(III)-11

tungstoborate(III) or Ke[BCo(H20)W11031] * 16.S H20. 

For convenience in this thesis, the heteropoly 

compounds are arranged, reported, and discussed in the same 

order throughout. All those HPC with the same central 

hetero atom are placed together. The order used is based 

on increasing order of atomic weight with the exception of 

phosphorous hetero atom which is placed before boron atom, 

i.e. Hz, P, B. 5i I Zn, Ga and Ge. For a given central 

hetero atom, the 1: 12 compound is placed first. then the 

1: 11 analogs in the order of increasing oxidation state 
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C02+ before C03+). For a given central hetero atom 

and peripheral atom (ie. a specific anion), the order is 

the counter cation- first hydrogen, then sodium, 

potassium, and lastly tetra-n-heptylammonium. 

All of the HPC used in this investigation are listed 

below. The IUPAC name and formula, the general formula, and 

the abbreviated notation are given for each. The order is 

the same as that to be used in the thesis. 

a.	 Sodium 12-tungstodihydrogenate 

IUPAC: Nae[H2W120.o] * x H20 

Formula: Nae [H2W120.0] * )( H20 

Notation: NaW6+H2 

b.	 Potassium aquocobalto(III)-ll- tungetodihydrogen

ate 

IUPAC: K,[H.Co(H,O)Wllo..1' 14.3 H.O 

Formula: K7[H2COS+(HzO)W11039] * 14.3 H20 

Notation: KCo3+H2 

c.	 12-tungstophosphoric(V) acid 

IUPAC: HS[PW120.0]* 29H20 

Formula: HS[PS+W120.0]* 29H20 

Notation: HW6+P 

d.	 Potassium aquocobalto(II)-ll-tungstophosphate(V) 

IUPAC; K, [PCO(H20)W11039]* f6.9H20 

Formula: K, [P3+C02+ (H20)W11039]* 16.9H20 

Notation: KCo2+P 

e.	 Potassium aquocobalto(II)-11-tungstoborate(III) 
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IUPAC: K7[BCo(H,OlW"o,,] * 13.7 H,O 

Formula: K7 [B3-tC02 + (H2:0)Wl 1031] * 13.7 H20 

Notation: KCo2+B 

f.	 Potassium aQuocobalto(III)-11-tungstoborate(III) 

IUPAC: Ke[BCo(HzO)W"O,,91* 16.8HzO 

Formula: K, [B3+CO"" (HZO)W'11039]* 16.8HzO 

Notation: KCo3+B 

g.	 Tetra-n-heptylammon;um 8Quocobalto(III)-11-tungs

toborate(IIIl 

IUPAC: [N(C,H"l.]o[BCo(H,OlW"O,,] 

Formula: [H(C,H,5).]e [B3+Co3 +(H20)W,1031] 

Notation: AmCo3+B 

h.	 Potassium 8Quocobalto(II)-11-tungstosilicate(IV) 

IUPAC: K, [SiCo(HzOHh 1 0,,1]* 15.2HzO 

Formula; K, [Si·"Co2 .. (HZO)W'1 03.]* 15.2HzO 

Notation: KCo2+5; 

i.	 Tetra-n-heptylammonium aquocobalto{II)-11-tungst

osilicate{IV) 

IUPAC: [N(C,H" l.]o [SiCo(H,O)W" 0. 0] 

Formula: [N(C,H,').]II[Si··Coz ·(HzO)Wl1039) 

Notation: AmCo2+S; 

j.	 Potassium aQuocobalto(III)-11-tungstosilicate(IV) 

IUPAC: K5[SiCo(H20)W11031]* 15.7H20 

Formula: K5[Si""C03"(HI0)W11039]* 15.7H20 

Notation: KCo3+Si 

k.	 Potassium aQuocobalto(II)-ll-tungstozincate(II) 
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IUPAC: Ke [ZnCo(HZO)W11 OS.]* 13.6HzO
 

Formula: Ke [Znz+coz+ (H20)W1 1 03.]* 13.6HzO
 

Notation: KCo2+Zn
 

1.	 Potassium aquocobalto(III)-l'-tungstoz;ncate(II) 

IUPAC: K., [ZnCo(HzO)W11 OS9]* 16HzO 

Formula: K., [Zn2+CoJ+ (HZO)W110J.]* 16HzO 

Notation: KCo3+Zn 

m.	 Tetra-n-hepty1ammonium aquocoba1to(III)-1'-tungs

tozincate(II) 

IUPAC: [N(C.,H15),.]& [ZnCo(HZO)W1 t OJ9] 

Formula: [N(C,H15 ),,]s[Znz +cos+(HZO)W110J'] 

Notation: AmCo3+Zn 

n.	 Potaesium aquocobalto(II)-11-tungstoga11ate(III) 

IUPAC: K.,[GaCo(H10)Wtt03.]* 13.1H10 

Formula: K., [Gas+Coz+ (HzO)Wt 1039]* 13.1HzO 

Notation: KCo2+Qa 

o.	 Sodium aquocobalto(III)-1'-tungstoga11ate(III) 

IUPAC: Nas [GaCo(HzO)W1 t OS9]* 17 .4HzO 

Formula: Nae[Gas +CoJ+(HzO)W110s9]* 17.4HzO 

Notation: NaCo3+Ga 

p.	 Tetra-n-nepty1ammonium aquocobalto(III)-11-tungs

togallate( III) 

IUPAC: [N(C.,H15).,)sCGaCo(HzO)W110s,J 

Formula: [N(c.,H,5)" h [GaJ +CoJ + (HZO)W1 1OJ'] 

Notation: AmCo3+Ga 

q.	 Potassium aquocobalto(II)-11-tungstogermanate(IV) 
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IUPAC: Ke[GeCo(H20)W,,0311* 14.3H20 

Formula: Ke[Ge.·C02·(H20)W,,03,1* 14.3H20 

Notation: KC02+Ge 

r.	 Tetra-n-heptylammonium aQuocobalto(II)-ll-tungst

ogermanats ( IV) 

IUPAC: [N(C,H,,).], [GeCo(H,O)W" 0.. ] 

Formula: [N(C,H'!I ).le [Geh c02. (H20)W'1 038] 

Notation: AMC02+Ge 

3.3. Technique8: 

Depending upon the nature of spectral analysis to be 

dons for heteropoly compounds and also on nature of HPC(s) 

itself, three different experimental techniques ",ere used 

for taking the IA spectra. Though the exact value of 

characteristic frequency of a particular vibrating set of 

atoms depends on the envfronment of nearby vibrations, but 

this frequency is partly dependent on the preparative 

technique for taking the IA spectra [19. 21, 31]. Hence, 

IR spectra of some of HPC(s) ",ere taken by uSlng t",o Or 

more techniques. The physical state of HPC(s) and their 

relative solubility behavior in non-polar solvents put some 

restrictions in taking the IR spectrum of each of compounds 

using all the three techniques described bela",. Comparison 

of fA spectra of a compound ",ith the previously taken 

spectrum of the same compound also forces the use of these 

three different techniques. 

3.3.1.	 Classification of Heteropoly Compounds: 
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IR spectra of the 18 HPC(s}, which were available 

this research, can be claasified into three classes 

to different IR spectra taking techniQues as: 

IR spectra of only four HPC(s} with Na+ or K+ as cation 

NaCo3+Ga , KC03+B, KC02+Ge, and KC02+Ge were taken by 

pellet making techniQue. 

IR spectra of thirteen HPC(s} with K+ or Na+ as cation 

were taken by Nujol mull techniQue. 

IR spectra of five HPC(s} with [N(C7H15)4]+ as a cation 

i . e. AmC03+Ga, Amc03+B, Amco3+Zn, AmC02+Ge, and 

AmC02+Si were taken by using liquid cell technique. 

3.3~2. Pellet Making Technique: 

Pellet making technique is supposed to be the best 

IR technique for both qualitative and Quantitative analysis 

of a given compound if the pressure applied in forming the 

psllet and the particle eize of the sample are the same 

[21, 31 - 33]. The bande in the IR spectrum of HPC(s} in 

KCl and KBr are free from interfering banda beCause of the 

good transmittance range of KCl and KBr. Also, this 

technique allows for excellent control on the use of the 

sample concentration and on the thickness of the pellet 

formed. Assuming that KCl pellets give better results than 

that given by KBr pellets because of ite less hygroscopic 

nature, IR spectra of all the four HPC(s} of class (c) 

were taken by using both alkali halides [21]. Main 

disadvantage of this technique with respect to HPC(s} ;s 
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the particle size of sample is never reproducible. 

A general method used for taking the IA spectra by 

this technique is given as: First of all both a sample and 

KBr are dried in a oven at 110°C and 105°C respectively. 

And then, both are ground to a very small particle size 

separately keeping in mind the principal of Christiansen 

effect (34]. According to this effect the particle size of 

the sample must be less or equal to the order of wavelength 

of IR radiation; otherwise. some of the radiation incident 

on the pellet will be scattered out of the sample beam and 

hence, the detector wi 11 give a false zero level on the 

distorted spectrum. Thi s effect a 1so ar i ses because of 

appreciable difference in refractive indices of sample and 

surrounding medium. This effect develops because the 

refractive index ie a function of frequency that has a 

discontinuity in the frequency region of a strong band 

[34]. To make the grinding process easier, parts of the 

sample was ground with 5 - 10 drops of cyclohexane which, 

because of its non-polar nature, has no chemical effect on 

the sample [21]. This process of adding I iQuid and then 

grinding was repeated until good particle size was 

achieved. After grinding by this process, the sample was 

kept for SUfficient time for complete evaporation of the 

liquid. After the grinding process, both sample and KBr 

were weighed out in the ratio of approximately 1 :100 and 

then, KBr was added in small Quantities to obtain a 
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,geneous mixture. Each addition of KBr was just equal 

that of the sample. Mixing of both was then almost done 

grinding to prevent the absorption of water by KBr. 

'ter the complete mixing of sample with KBr r the mixture 

in a die and then the die was pressed to a 

pressure to get a good pellet. Before taking a 

spectrum for the mi xture. a reference spectrum 

air, absorbance spectrum of KBr and reference spectrum 

KBr were collected. The same process was repeated for 

other samples and for KCl pellets. Resolution of 4 cm- 1 

ecans equal to 16 for all the spectra were 

kept constant. Spectra of all HPC(s) of class (a) were 

taken by this technique. All the epectra were scanned from 

1000 - 200 cm- 1 • Another concentration ratio of sample to 

KBr as 1 :25 was also used for taking the spectra of these 

HPC(s) • 

3.3.3. Nujol Mull Technique: 

Only heavy Nujol. high boiling fraction from 

petroleum and a mixture of alkane in the range C2D - C30 

with some olefinic aromatic hydrocarbon, was used for mull 

technique because it does not show the highly interferable 

bands in the spectral region which is of the importance for 

HPC(s) [34]. IR spectrum of Nujol shows strong absorption 

near 3000 cm- 1 due to C-H stretching vibration and near 

1400 cm- t due to C-H bending vibration [34]. From Nujol 

mull technique it is not possible to get reliable intensity 
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since there is no simple control on the sample 

thickness nor on the	 sample concentration [32. 33). For 

technique, a demountable cell with KBr windows was 

used. A demountable cell has the advantage that it can be 

disasssmbled for filling and cleaning. A special handling 

care was given to KBr windows because the hygroscopic and 

the easily damaged nature of a crystal increase with 

increase in IR transmission range. The same method of 

drying and grinding the eample was used as was employed in 

the case of pe 11 et mak i n9 techn i Que. About 1 mg of we 11 

ground sample was mixed with a drop of Nujo1 with the help 

of mortar and pestle. Special care also was given to 

proper ratio of sample to Nujol. After homogeneously 

mixing the sample with Nujol, it was placed gently on KBr 

window with the end of pestle and then it was evsnly 

distributed by rotatory motion of the windowe. Resolution 

of 4 cm- 1 and number of scans equal to 25 for all the 

spectra were kept conetant. Ae in previous case, first 

reference spectrum of air, absorbance spectrum of Nujo1 and 

then reference spectrum of NujoJ were taken before taking 

the absorbance spectrum of the Nujo1 mUll. All the spectra 

were scanned from 5000 -200 cm-'. IR spectra of all 

compounds coming under class (b) were taken by using this 

technique. 

3.3.4. Solution Technique: 

For	 best Quantitative analysis of IR spectra, a 
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technique is considered as ths most reliable one 

32, 33J. This is because spectra tllken by this 

are very reproducible if the same unopened cell 

used. The major advantages that can bs gained by 

employing this techniQue include the ease of sample 

uniformity of dispersion of solute and the 

ease in fixing both the concentration lind layer thickness 

[32, 33J. For this technique sealed demountable cells were 

U8ed which have the advantages of fi 11 ing and cleaning 

without changing the path length. For this techniQus only 

HPC(s) with [N(C7H1S)4]+ a6 cation were used because these 

compounds were found to be soluble in non-polar solvents 

like CSt and CC14 [30]. Selection of these solvents is 

governed by two facts: Firstly, these solvents do not 

exhibit strong absorption in the spectral range whiCh is of 

the importance for HPC(s); secondly, these solvents do not 

appreciably interact with the concerned HPC(s) because of 

their homogeneous dielectric field and also because of 

their non-polar nature [7,31 - 34]. Because of their 

volat; le nature, the number of scans was reduced to nine 

whi 1e the reso 1ut i on was kept unchanged at 4 cm- 1 • For 

solution techniques, the spacer of approximate thickness of 

(55 - 45x10- e m) was used because with a greater thickness, 

these solvents are not sufficiently transparent to IR 

radiation [34]. 

Because of the nature and physical appearance of the 
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"PC, this techniQue does not reQuire the grinding of the 

But, all these HPC(s) were dissolved and then 

evaporated 2 - 3 times with the solvent to free them from,,
ths methylene chloride in which they were prepared [30]. 

As in previous cases, fi rst the reference spectrum of ai r, 

spectrum of sol vent and the reference spectrum 

of solvent were taken before taking the absorbance spectrum 

of the solution. In between two consecutive spectra, the 

cells were thoroughly washed with the relevant solvent. IR 

spectra of one HPC were taken for 10 - 13 different 

concentrations at a given path length for a particular 

liQuid. All the spectra were scanned from 5000 - 200 cm- 1 • 

The spectra of all compounds representing the clase ee) 

were taken by this technique. 

3.3.4.1. Details of New Weighing Schema: 

Assuming that the solution of HPC(s) with any of 

the above mentioned solvents is homogeneous and the rate of 

evaporation of solvent is negligible ae compared to total 

weight of solution, a new weighing scheme was devised to 

improve the accuracy of the result and to reduce the 

excessi ve use of the HPC( s). Thi 6 scheme has reduced the 

total number of weighing necessary for taking the spectra. 

For example, to take ten spectra if the general weighing 

scheme is used then number of times the weighing should be 

done will be 30 and use of this current scheme has reduced 

the number of weighings to 21. Briefly this scheme is 
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8S: 

weighing: Let weight of ssmple = X1 9 

weighing: Let weight of solvent = y, g 

total weight of solution formed = (x, +Y1) grams, in 

ratio of solute to solvent is x, :y,. The 

of this solution 1S calculatsd in grams of 

1 iter of solvent, gIL. The volume of the solvent 

calculated by dividing its total weight by its density 

'at a given temperature. The temperature dependence of 

for eel" and eS2 were taken from [35]. If Z1 

grams of th i s solution is used for first spectrum then: 

Third wsighing Weight of solution sfter first spectrum 

= (X1+Y1-Z1) g 

(X1+Y1-Z1) grams of solution still has the ratio of solute 

to sample as X1 :y1. NOW, if W1 grams of solvent ie added to 

the solution then: 

Fourth weighing: Total weight of solution before second 

spectrum = (X1+Y1-Z1+W1) g 

Now, in this eolution ratio of solute to solvent will be 

XZ:y2, where the value of X2 and y2 will be calculated 

using simple mathematics. Now, if Z2 grams of solution is 

used for the second spectrum then weight of solution after 

second spectrum will be: 

Fifth weighing : Total weight of solution after second 

spectrum = (X1+Y,-Z'+W1-Z2) g 

In this solution, the ratio of solute to solvent wi 11 be 
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XI :y.. Up to this point, this shows that for two spectra 

the number of weighing to be done is five, whereas for 

general weighing procedure this number would be six. 

3.3.5. Spectral Peak Table: 

Peak tables of all spectra were created using the 

Spectra calc software. Normally, for producing a peak 

table a sensitivity factor of 10 is recommended but for the 

present study its value was kept at 20. Actua11 y, the 

latter value of the sensitivity factor causes the eoftware 

to identify more peaks. The peak tables originally created 

contained four columns: one for the peak position. one for 

the corresponding absorbance values and two columns for the 

estimated left and right edges of the peaks. These peak 

tables were then modified using the Quattro spreadsheet. 

Each modified peak table has three columns: one for peak 

positions, one for the corresponding absorbances, and one 

for relative abeorbances of all peaks normalized with 

respect to the highest absorbance in that table. 

3.3.6. Spectral search Library: 

Four different libraries were created using Spectra 

Calc for the spectra taken in four different dispersing 

media as Nujol. KBr, KC1, and CC1 •. The features of these 

1 ibraries are controlled by two factors: one is matching 

resolution, Res, of two spectra and another is number of 

data points, Ndp, used to match a unknown spectrum against 

the spectra stored in each library. These two factors are 
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the following relation: 

NdP = (v' •• x - V'.in l!Res 

v' •• x = 1095 cm- 1 and V ' .in = 356.44 cm- 1 , then for Res 

2.556 cm- 1 the total number of data poi nts wh i ch are to 

matched will be 289. All the spectra stored in ons 

library wers taken undsr identical conditions of 

media, number of scans, and resolution for 

collecting a spectrum. Also, the spectra, which were 

identified using a particular library, were taken under 

-similar	 conditions. Each standard library matches a 

spectrum by giving its 'hit quality index', HQI, against 

each spectrum storsd in the 1i brary. If the va 1ue of HQI 

is 0.000 then it means the match is perfect. And, if thi s 

value is greater than 1.414 then it shows the worst matCh. 

A11 the spectra 1n the eearch resu 1t are arranged in the 

incrsasing order of HQI values. In Nujol search library 14 

spectra were stored. In KBr, KCl and CC14 libraries, the 

number of spectra stored is 5. 

4. RESULTS: 

This section is divided into two parts: qualitative 

analysis and quantitative analysis. 

4.1. Qualitative Analysis: 

Qualitative analysis of the spectrum of a given 

unknown compound is generally related to its identification 

without doing any chemical analysis. The identification of 
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a spactrum was performed in two WIlYII; ualng the 

'fingerprint' method and ue;ng a computerlzed sasrch 

library. Therefore, thi5 eection lS furthar dividad into 

two parts. 

4.1.1. F;ngerprint Method: 

In present i ng the rellSu Its of th i S sect i on, the 

,pactra of COlllpounda 01111 ba given in the order ment'ion5d 

in 5ection 3.2.1. e,llc'llpt that, for eaae of preeentation, 

tha phoephoroue compounde are placed bafore the boron 

ctlmpounde. In othar worda, the compounde ar'll arranged on 

the baaie of lncreaaing atomic weight of their central 

hstaro atoms except for the phosphorous hataro stom, i.e. 

In the order of Hz. P, B, 81, Zn. Ga, and Ga. Thie ord'llr 

Iflla choeen to aifllPlif." tha correaponding dilScu55ion. For 

the IIIl11l8 centrlll hetero atom, the ordar of peripharal 

hetero atOll'l of lOu. Co'+, and Co"+ is followed. For the 

5aM central end per;pherlll hatero 5tomlS, the cation order 

of K·, Na+, and [N{C,"',s)4]+ i5 ueed. For each compound, 

the spactrum in KBr ia placed first and then spectra teken 

in KC1, Nujol, CC14, and CS2. The reeultlS of HPC(s) 

contll i n i ng d i hydrogen or phosphorous all; th'l i r h'lte ro atom 

are g1ven under the sarna lI;ection becauee both 1 12 HPC(tll 

heve either of W·· or Co'· hetero atoma. 

4.1.1.1. Dihydrogen and phosphoroua Compounde; 

The compounds having dihydrog'ln or phosphorous aa 

their hetero atom are NaW6+H2, KCo:l+H2, HW6+P, and KC02+P. 
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of all four of thaa13 compounds ware tekan 11"1 

The spectra of first two compounds are ahown in 

5. And the 1r correspondi ng palilk tab 1illS conta i 1"1 i 1"19 

,ak posltion8, abaorbances, and ralatllla absorbancas are 

I and II. Similarly, for tha two latt.ar 

compounds, 'h. spectrlll are Shown in Figure 6 and 

"ccrresponding peak tlilblas are gi"en in Tlilbles III IIInd I'll. 

Bcron Compounde: 

Tha compoundll repreaenting t.hle hatero atom era 

kC02-i"e, KC03-i"B and AmCo3~B. The spact rum of KCo2"-B WillS 

taken in Nujo1. Three epectrlll of KC03+B wara collected in 

kBr, KC1, and Nujcl. gpactrlll of AmC03+B were takan in CC14 

at different concantratione. Ae 1111"1 aXlllmpla, the lllpectrlll of 

KCo3+B in Ker and Nujol and of AmC03+B in CC1. are shown 11"1 

Figure 7. The concentration for the 801utlon Chosen 1s 

lliven aa 39. 34 giL. The pelilk tables of thelle II.pect.,.1I. II.re 

aUlll1lllrized in Tablee V - VII. 

4. 1. 1. 3 . S11 icon COIIIP.oundEl: 

The compoundll with ellicon ae cantral hetere lI.t.om 

II.re KC02+S1, "'mC02+Bi, and KC03+Si. The epectrlll of KCo2-i"Si 

were taken in three diapersl"e IIlEIdia. KBr, KCl end NUJol. 

epect.ra of AmGo3-i"Si were takan in CC14 lilt ee"eral different 

concentratione. Aleo, the only Ilpectrum of KC03+5i wee 

collected 11"1 NUjol. To show the effect. of dlepersive medilll 

on the Splilctre, three epectrlll of KC02+S1 IIIre shown 11"1 

Figure 8. The peak tablee for e11 theee epectra IIIre given 
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'n Tables VIn -	 1. • 

•1.1.4. zinc Compounde: 

Three compounds which nave Zn 86 cantrsl hetero 

Ill'" KCo2+Zn, KCo3+Zn and APnCo3+Zn. The spectre of the 

two compounds	 were taken in Nujol. Spectra of 

"ere taken in	 CC1~ at different concentrations. 

aPectre	 of KCo2+Zn and o~ AmcoJ+Zn, are 5hown 1n 

•	 Figure 9. The concentration of tM solution ia given aa 

14,55 gIL. The corresponding pesk tsblee of these spectra 

are given in Table" XI !lnd XII. 

'.1.1.5. GBll;um Compounds; 

The compoundB \Oitn Gil. are KCo2+13I1, NaCoJ+Ga, lind 

AlnCoJ+Ga. The	 onl'1 sp9ctrUIII of KCo2+Ga ....a8 COllected in 

NuJol. Three spectra of NeCo3+Ga ware taker! 1,. Ke.-, KC]. 

tlnd Nujol. The Spllctrll. of AlIICo3+13a ....ere taken in eel. and 

es. at different concerltrat1one. Three spectra 01' all. 

comP<Junds are ehown in FilJure 10. Theee apectre include, a 

apectrum of NaCo3+Ga .in leBr, II epectrum of Amco3+GliI in CC1. 

lit c<Jncentretion of 52.09 gIL and a spectrum of Amco3~Ga 1n 

cal at concentratlon of 61.11 gIL. The peak tablelil of 

these spectra are givan in Tablee XIII - XV. 

4.1.1.6.	 Ger~njum Compounda: 

The compounda w1th Ge as central atom includa 

leCo2~(Je lind AmCo2~Ge. Tha apectra of leCo2~Sj were takan in 

leBr, KCl and Nujol. Spectrll of Amco2~Ge wer", collectad in 

CC1. at different conce/ltrations. Two reprasantative 
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tra of theae two compounde; s~e eho..n in figu~9 11 and 

i~ peak te.bles a~e summa~izgd 1n Tablea XVI and XIIIl. 

concentratlon chosen fo~ the gsrme.nium solution in CC1, 

13.111	 g!L. 

search Lib~ariall: 

All heteropo 1y compounda conta i n i ng K+ and Ns+ se 

catione; Wll~ll id.mtifilld by using the Nujol SlllHCh 

The fou~ compounda of thll "e" class of section 

al!>o iOllntifi"d by the KBr and KCl eea~ch 

librariea. All these epectra _rill lIearchad within 1095 

All compounda containing [N(Cdl,.l,P we~e 

identified by using thil CC1, lib~a~y. But in thie caee, 

the compounds were aearched between 10116 - 810 cm-' and T40 

- 356 .....cm- 1 . Total number of searched oata point!> and 

IDStching raeolution for thelle 1ibra~igs are 289 and 2.561 

ewr 1 r"spect i ... ll 1y. 

The ..orking accuracy of the Nujol 1 ibrary ia checked 

by matching a known &p8ctrum of KCo2+3i againllt thll !>pectra 

etorad in the library. Tl'1e hit quality indax 'HQI' of the 

KCo2+3i spectrum, 8to~ed in the library, wa~ obear...ed as 

0.000 (Table XVIII), Thia match ...arifiad tl'1a working of 

tl'1a Nujol library in idantifYlng a gi ...en spectrum. 

Twc typical aearch raault!> of tl'1e unknown compounde; 

KC02+P and KCo~+Si in Nujol are ahown in F19urll 12 - 15. 

In ",aee of KC02+P, tl'1e HQI for tl'1e first hit is found to be 

0.138 9gainet the known spe",trum of KC02+P (figure 12, 
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XIX). For the !Second hit, the hit Qw.lity ;nd&l< is. 

to 0.393 against the known spectrum of HW6+P (Figure 

13). In cass of KCo2+S1, the HQI of the firat. hit. is found 

to be 0.232 against. the known 8pectrum of KCo2+si (Figure 

14. TablQ XX). For the 68cond hit, the h1t quality ;nds)( 

ie llque.l to 0.371 for the known spectrum of fo;:Co3+S; (Figure 
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4.2. Quantltstlve Analyeis: 

The etudy of absorbance variation with concentration 

.t t. ...o different. wevenulllblH"S walil carried out for all five 

!;OIIIPounda conte i n I ng (Hi C7 I'll t )~ J< ae the cat i on. The 

abaorbance plate vereee concentration are given in the same 

order ee before, i .8. in the lncreasing order of atomic 

If&1ght of central hetero atolll60, 1.8. 1"1 rat plot 19 of Band 

then Si, Zn, Gia, and Qe r.e~ectively. For the eame central 

hetero at.ofll, the order of lIo1vent chollen is eel. and CS~. 

All the ~lota ..ara dra'.,." "lth1n the seme limits of 

concantration, 0 - .10.00 gIL and abeorbence, 0 - 0.16. 

Here, this absorbance behavior with concentration is 

described only for AmCo3+B in CC14 and for AmCo3+Ga in eC14 

and CS2, 

4.2.1. Boron Compound: 

For AmCo3+B solution in eel.. two graphs of 

absorbance ve raes concentrat i on (g 1ven in grams of eo 1ute I 

liter of solvent, gIll "ere drawn at 949 cm- I and 9(Jl cm-' 

(Figure 16). For both plots, the abGorbanCe waG obGerved 
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'n increasing order with concentration within the range of' 

26.37 giL. In this concentration range Lhe ,
 
.blilorbance proport lana1 ; ty constant, K, ; B 91 ven lila o. D031 

L/l;! and 0.0039 Ltg at 949 em-' and 901 em-' respectively. 

After that it Buddenly dropped at 31.71 giL and then again 

.atarted to increeee up to the concentration of 39.34 gIL. 

1M 1 j nes 1n the 1'; gure are the best fit 1 ; nes througfl 

theBe two concentration rengee. The first regr6GS'Ofi 

II.n1l.1)'918 ia for the lower concentration data eet. The 

second regresB,on ie for the highest three concentration 

pointe. Dete for theBe two graDhe lire eummarlzed 1n Tables 

XXI and XXII. 

4.2.2. Silicon Ce.t>ollnd; 

For II lI:olution of' AmCo2+S; in eel., two graphs were 

drawn at 961 c ..... • anC,l 909 l;1Il-' within the concentration 

range of 2.381 - 10.03 gIL. Theee two grsphs are ehown in 

Figure 11 and their corresponding data are tabulated in 

rablee XXIII and XXV". The linee drawn in the graphe are 

the beet fit l1nes tPlrough all the data polnte. The 

regreeeion anal)'eie for thes6 elata points ;18 a160 6hown in 

theee tables. 

4.2.3. Z.inc COIIIpound: 

For II. eolution of A",C03+Z.n in CCll, t ..o graphe elrawn 

at 939 cm-1 and 8715 cm-1 are shown ln Figure 18. The 

concentration range for these two graphe '1; 2.38\ - 10.53 

gIL. The abeorbance anel concentration data for theee tOle 
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in Tables XXV and XXVI, The 1 inss 

graphs are ths best fit linea through all the 

The regreaaion analY6ie for these data points 

11"1 these tables . 

•2.4. Gallium Compound: 

For a eolution of AmC03+Ga in CC1., two absorbance 

were drawn at 947 cm-' and 883 cm-' (Figure 18). The 

Iloncentration range for theee two graphs la 7.449 - 152.09 

ell (Table6 XXVII and XXVIU). Overall. the abeorbance wae 

to be 11"1 1nersasing ordsr wtth the concentration 

the concentration of 36.66 gil. Th;6 overall 

inerea5ing trend of ablilorbance with concentration was not 

linear. But whsn data points were broken into three 

liIegmente 0" concentration range 7.449 -29.815 giL, 29.815 

015.62 gil and 415.62 - 62.09 gil, then ablilorbance wa5 "ouna 

to be linaarly increaaing with concentration e;o:cept at the 

above 6tated concantration of 36.66 gil. At 947 cm- t • for 

the firat two eeglllElnte, the ab60rbance proportionality 

constants, l<:, are given as: 0.0010 Llg ana 0.0003 l/g. At 

883 cm~t I the valuss of K ere given as ana 0.0007 Llg and 

0.0013 Llg rsapect i ve 1y. The baet fi t 1 i nea through thelile 

thrse eegl'l'Elnts are shown in the figure. AlSO, regreeston 

analysis of theSe data points la aummarizsa in the tablss. 

For AmC03+Ga in CSI, two plots were drawn at 949 

cm- T and 88Z cm-' (Figure 20). These two graphe were 

plotted within the concentration range of 1.6e5 - 61.11 giL 
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'ablas XXTX snd XXX). At both wavenumbere, Ill;. low 

,ncentralion region of 1.665 - 7,971 gIL II. very random 

hllvior of sbeorbance wss observed. From 7.971 - 5.4.77 

the absorbance WS$ found to be increae i 1'19 '01 i th 

st 42.40 gIL for BB2 cm- 1. From 54.77 

gIL, the abeorbence "'S6 fC'und in decreas1ng order. 

11'1 the prav;oU$ caee, within twC' eesmente of 

concentretiC'n range of 11l.!i9 - 42.40 gIL and 4~.40 -54.77 

the sbeorbance waa otlserved in linear increaeing 

ordar. At 949 cm- 1 , the abeC'rbence propC'rt1C'na11ty 

constsnts, 1<:. for thsse t",o segmente are 0.0003 LIs and 

0.0028 LIE! reepect1vely. At 882 CIII-,. the valuee of 

proportionality constants for theee two rsnges are 0.0006 

Llg and 0.0033 Llg respectively. The aoHO linee in the 

graph represent the be~t fit linaa throUllh the different 

ssts of data pointe. The re9reeeion snalysis of these 

three seglllQnta of dats points ars ehown in the tables. 

4.2.5. German1um C~ound: 

For e solution of Amc02~Ge 11'1 CC14, two graph~ dra",n 

at S57 crrr' and 985 cm- l are ehown in Fi9ure 21. The 

concentrstion rsngs for thsse graphs i$ 2.994 - 13.S1 S/L 

(Tsble XX:(1 and XXXII). The 1ine<; drawn in the graphs are 

the beet fit lines through sll the data points. Tha 

regrelHlion analysis for thess date points 18 also l;hown in 

thesQ tab Ie:;;. 
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ISSION: 

The infrared spectroscopic !Study was performed on 

hateropo 1y compounds of 1: 12 and 1: 11 Kegg i n 

A generll.l formu 1a was devi eed for c Iearl y 

the anion8 (aection 1.2.1.). Latlilr, thie 

found to have been reported by Pope r 131. In 

explicitly defining the number of addenda atom 

10 hatero atoms, this formulll. alllo specifiaa the position 

any ligand such 11.& H,O 1n the anion. 

StUdy of the structural arrangement of atoms in 

.mions of 1: 12 clall8 ehowed that they haYe a 

tlltrahedral K..gg1n structure with TG as ths Schoenfl ieee 

Whereas the anio~e of 1:11 claee haYe 'p$eudo 

lIleggln' structure with c. 11.15 the Schoenfliess point grol.(p. 

The appl ication of group theory to the Td point groul:! 

proved that for the 1I.01one of 1: 12 fftll'l11 y, Fr i e the on 1y 

IIct1vIiI mode. This fact is alao reported by others [19, 20, 

28]. In going further 'in thll1 field, a method is suggested 

tD find the total number of banda belonging to the Td point 

group. Soma authors [19, 20, 281 heve reported this number 

to bs 22. Intlilrnal coordinate analyeie of HPA of 1:11 and 

1:12 clase ehowed that the anion of 1:12 needs a total of 

297 internal cOQrdinatee to cOlllplately apecify its 

v1bratory motion. Of theee 297 coordinll.tes, 76 belong to 

IItret",hee, 133 to bond angle deforlllations and 64 to 

torSions. NQ intsr~Bl cOQrdinate is reported for out of 
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line bending becau&e there is no more than one bond which 

coplanner with othera. In caee of loIPA of 1; 11 

Ipounds. a tot!!.l of 303 internal coordinat9G are raquired 

desi9nllt.9 'tG vibratory motion. Of th9se 303 

,ordinatas, 7e balong to stretchae. leO to bond angla 

and ~~ to toreione. In both caGes. the number 

coordinates corrasponding to stretchaa diractly refers 

tha numbar of total bonds in tha anions. 

The identification of the eighteen heteropoly compounde 

parform9d on tha b!!.sie of a faw different paaks in 

Thsse diffarant peaks are obearvad baceuse 

Of the different nature of centrel and periphar!!.l hetero 

ltome. MOGt of the peake in aech spectrum of these 

cOlnpounds ara obaerved to be the eame bec!!.uaa all these 

HPA( a) h!!.va e imi lar tungetan !!.ddanda atoms. A1eo. tha 

aim1larities of the spectra of tha HPC(a) atrongly indic!!.te 

that they heva identical atructuraa (Ill. The 

char!!.cterizat10n of all spactr!!. obt!!.inad in thia etudy were 

aeaigned by comparisons using 'fingerprint' methode. 

According to I(!!.z!!.hekii, "on accO\Jnt of the complexity of 

tna atructure of HPA(s) in which varioue types Of IIl8tal

oKygan bonda ars raalized, tha !!.l!Isignments of tha 

abeorption bande in tha 1nfranld epectre presents great 

diffiCUlties and cauaae numerous contr!!.dictory judgement6" 

[36J. Hence, tha assignment of the bands is performed 

somewhat arbitrerily. K!!.zanBkii. 61eo indic8ted that the 
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cm-1 becsuee ths phospho roue and oxygsn strstching 

occurs nsar 1050 cm- I (36 - 39). Ths other end of ths 

rsng8 is restrictsd to approximately 350 cm-'. 

,cause below this value, interfering bands were observed 

to tha dispersive media. 

For four compounds. KC03+B. KCoZ.,.Sl, NaCo3.,.Ga and 

the spactra were cOllected ua1ng three dlap9rsiv9 

KBr, KC1, and Nujol. For a glven compound, nsarly 

identical spectra ware obeerved in thal5e d1ffereht media, 

Ih differant II'I&d1a for one compound, som9 of th9 positions 

ere obeerved to be aign1f1cantly ahifted, In caae of 

I(Coz+si apect.ra, for most of the handl5 the band poeit.ions 

'oIers found to be shiftsd Nithin plua or minus 4 CIl'1""'. But 

for some other banda, this shiftlhg .u.a found to be more 

than 4 cnr 1 {Figure 8, Table VIII - xL Thie obaervation 

8uggeets an aH'ect of the diapereive I118die on the poaition 

of tha paa~e. Weakley [191 etated thet the differenca in 

observed peak poaiti'Ona mtoy ba due to diffe ..rence in the 

catione. 

For th8 sp8ctra of one particular compound, mor8 bands 

wara obsarved in on9 disp9raiv9 msdium e.g. Nujol aa 

comptored to that observsd in another med i Ulll e, 9, KBr 

(Figura 8, Table VIII - X). Kazanakii [36) also reported 

thia phenomenon. Thia obsarvation can be explainad in 

t9rma of hOW w911 the samp19 is diep9rsed in a m9dium, t.he 

preferential oriantation of ths molsculee, and the psrticle 
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of the salllple. The inteneity of a particular lland in 

medium IlISY eccount for tt1ie phenolllenon. Also, en 

,urity in the compounds may lle II. rell.ponll.ible for some of 

e:o:tre p.aks. 

Similarly, the apectrll. of tt1e tiPC(e) look iO'entical 

tt1ey were taken we'I1g pellet, llIull or eolution 

IchniQue e.g. tha epectra of l'(C03+B ln K8r, Nujol, II.nd 

(Figure 7, TaDle II - VII). Tt1ie etrongly suggesta 

tt1a structure of HPA(e) 1n the 501ut10n is tt1e eame a8 

obaer .... ed in the cryetal form. This obser ....ation 's 

reported by Pope ahd Yurct1enko [I', 40). 

For purposea of diecuseion, the apectrel reg10n of 
I
"1ntereet je limited to 1100 - 350 cnr' and peaka t8blea 

obtained Using the peak slI.neitiv;ty factor of 20. The 

.:)et common bande obHrveO' in all spectra are because of 

tungeten and o:O:Y!l8n vibratione, SOl'Il8 COlMlOn banda obeerved 

1n 1100 - 900 Clll-' are attributed to W=O etretching [19, 

24, 38]. tiere, th'e Ollygan atom 1a the terminll.l o><ygen 

atOl'll in a octahedron all. e><plainad in saction 2.2. Weakley 

[19] reported that thera should be two bande corresponO'ing 

to thi6 villr.llt;on in the reglon 1000 - 900 cm-'. Hence, sa 

in caee of the spectrum of KC03+B in Nujol, (Figure 7), 

where a peak ls obeerved II.t 916 cm-' this peak mllY be 

assigned to W;O vibretion. Thia obaervation of Wes~lBY is 

aleo eupported by the etudy of D<altcheff anO' Thouvenot and 

7siS'dinoe [12, 24J. But, KII.zanakii [367 observed only one 
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and III), and': 11 compounds, KCoJ-+H2 and KCo~+P 

,.Nujol (Figure 5 lind , Tablee II lind IV) "ere 

f'fllrentillted. All sixteen HPC(s) of 1:11 fllOmily used in 

ill etudy have co ee the peripheral hetero e<tom 1n its +2 

+3 o"idetioM state. A1 I of thll 1: 11 cornpounde eho.. e 

k bet..een 613 e19 cm-', but thie band wae not obeerved 

the epectra of the t ..o compounds of 1: 12 fam; ly. Thi,; 

Iggeosts thet thie paak ie moet probably due to e Co-O 

"'1brlltion. A peek nllar this range ia .. Tso reported 'n the 

of cobalt ecetate "od beta

carbonat perchlorateo(trien)cobalt(III) [42] and in the 

of sodium he" ..nitrocobeltate (TIl) [43]. All 

thrlle of these COlI'lpound.. have CO-O bondi ng in thei r 

structures. Brown [38] reportlld a band a near 453 cm-' due 

to co-O vlbration, but the band at thie position ie also 

obeerved for both compounds of 1: 12 fami 1y and henclI, it is 

a&eigned due to 111'-0 vibretlon. 

For the same peripheral hetero etom, the epectre of 

both 1:1~ HPC(s) and the speCtra of 1:11 family were 111110 

dlfferentiated. For 111'" as perir>heral hetero atom in clI.ee 

of HW6+P (Fi9ure 6, leble III), three blinds at 1080, 596, 

and ~~3 cm-' were obeerv"d. lhese three banda are not 

obaerVed in the spectrum of "IaW6+H~ (FiQure 5, llible I). 

Aleo 1n addition to three bllndll lit nearly the eame 

poe1tions, one more bend at 1057 cnr' is uniQuely noted in 

the spectrum of Kco2+P (Figure fl, Table IV). This 
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rvation suggeet", that theae banda ere m06t probably due 

and/or bend6_ A band near 10&0 cm- l ia 

raported by several authora [36-40, 44 - 461. All 

,sa authors have aa6igned this cand to p-o stretching, A 

is slao ob6erved in the spectra of otnar 

But the intenaity of th1a band indiclltes that 

a160 has Game contribution due to W-O and P-O 

'jbrations, e caee of intercoupling vibration ae llIention 

a lecunary anion of 1:11 heteropoly anion'0' 
as hetero atom, Daltcheff and Thou\lenot [24) 

the two bands of P-O vlbration at 1085 and 1040 

A band at 1040 CIII-' was not obeerved for- 1:12 anlon. 

1nter-pr-eted thie phenolllanon in tarllle of splitting of 

the banda b"'cause of lower-injj Of eymmetr-y fr-om T" to C. for

1:11 I1PA(e). The banda st 598 Clll-' and /123 cm-\ ar-e 

assigned due to III bending vibr-ation of the P-O bonds [12, 

Ig, 36, 39. 44J. For- the Hl'i6+P spectr-um, near-ly all major 

bands er-ound the same poeit1ons ar", alao reported by 

Thou\lanot et sl. [0I'6J and Kazanllkii [36). 

The peak due to 0-11 vibration in Nal'i5+112 and KC03+H2 is 

not obeerved in the r-ange of 1100 - 350 cm- 1 (Figure 5, 

Tablell I and IT). This peak hae s high probability of 

occurring near the eanIQ positions ae ""hmm by atlllospneric 

wst""r molecules in the rejjion of 3550 - 3200 CIII- 1 and alao 

around 11500 CIII-' [f2]. Hence, no additlona] attempt"" were 

mad.. to ass, !In ita band. But fa r the same an Ion of 
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Deltcheff et 11.1, [44J reported 09aks alH"gned to 

at 950 cm-' and 430 cm-'. For the spectrum of Naw6+H2, 

1y two banda were observed in the present etudy from 1100 

at 1055 and 941 cm-' "hereas, for thie anion 

[3tJJ reported three bands at 975, 957, and 940 

Thi& observation can be interpreted in terme of 

number of obeerved bands becauae of their 10.. 

'ntens i t i ee aa mant i oned ear1 i &r. 

In case of ths spactra of boron COlllpounds, in addition 

all othar peaks due to W-O and co-a vibrationa, t ..o more 

peake are ob.aerved (Figure 7 and Table V -VII). The 

peak at 991 em-' is due to lItretching and another pe!lk 

bet..een 500 - 511 cm-' due ia due to bending. For 1:12 

cornpO<Jnde, aeveral author" have alao reported theae two 

peaka between 97B - 990 CIII·' and 530 - 540 cm- 1 

relilpectivll1y [38, 39, 43J. For the epectrum of KCo3+B in 

Nujol, a peak at 916 cm- 1 which eeemll to be due to 

intercoup1ing vibration ie a1eo assigned to 8-0 vibration 

(Figure 7, Tabls VI). Thitl peak 'a also reported by 

DeltChs'ff et 11.1. [44J. For thia spectrum, a peak bet..een 

978 - 990 cm- 1 was not observe.d ..hieh may be dua to 10.. 

,ntensity. 

In general, the spectra of silicon compounds sho..ed the 

peaks due to W-O and Co-O Vibrations ae e~p1ained esrlier. 

But two Characteristic peake. are observed due to Si-O 

bonding between 1001 - 997 em- 1 and 525 - 529 cm-' (Fig\Jre 

,; 



VIII ,). The fir-at band is due to 8;-0 

atchlng and eecond is due to the corresponding bending. 

r 1:\2 HPA(e), aome authors also reporte<i t'olO peaks dU", 

6j-O vibration nlBlIr these two ...avenumbers [12, /9, 36

For the lac~un~ry anion of the 1:11 anion of 

these t'olO pesks at nearly the eall'l8 wavenumber .. 

been rQPorted by ~ltcheff and Thouvenot [24]. They 

aleo reported 8 peak lit BElli cm-' due to stretching of 

bond. For the spectrum of KCo3+S; in Nujol, a P'le.1<. at 

is also observed. Weakley [19] also reported II. 

nea.r 819 cm-' due to 8i-0 viorstion for 1:12 

~OIllPOUndll. Thi!!! ega;n 100k8 to DQ a case of intercoupl ;'1g 

vibration. 

In CllII.8 of the z ; Me ClllIlpOyndlS, on 1y one <:;haractCl ri at; c 

peak between 461 - 457 cm*' ;s obf,lerved duO! to Zn-O bonding 

(Figure 9, Tsbl&ll XI and XII). Broom (38] and Tsigdinol!! 

[12] have reported thiG band for 1:12 compounds conteining 

zinc. They have reported another band dus to Zn-O 

vibration at 249 cm-l. This could not be confirmad in this 

work becauee th& instrumentation limite the spectra) range 

to 350 cm·l, No other characterilStic band in the rllngll 

1100 - gOO cm- l is noted for this bonding. 

For tha spectrll of the GEl compounds, in llddition to 

bands due to w-o and Co-O bondinge, only one pelll< at 534 

cm-' seems to be due to Ga-O vibration (Figure 10 and 

Tablel:l XIII - xv). ThiEl band at 535 cm- 1 lS very 
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in rlilation to the bands of 51-0, P-O, and B-O 

at nearly the same wavenumber. NO other 

band in th.. range 1100 - 900 cm- 1 is noted 

thia bond1ng. 

For the G", compound epectra. thli peal<. near 525 cm-l ;a 

to Ge-O Vibrations (Figure 11, Tables XVT and XVII). 

pl:lak at 460 cm-' is also reported by two authors [39, 

They have a I so reportad ona more peak due to Ge-O 

Itrlitching near 815 em-'. A peak at tnia position ia aleo 

and has already been a'uisned to '01-0 bonding. So, if 

ie true then these two peaks seem to r""ult from 

intercoupling vibration. 

Ident i fi cat i on of a 11 the e1 ghteen compounds waa a1 so 

PtIrformed using liIaarch libraries. A", mentioned in thQ 

raa",lts section, four different 11brarilia were created 

dependlnl;l upon the natur" of diapereive media, nalMlly KBr, 

li;Cl, ",,,,jol, and CC1~. These librari"a ha ..." been uaed to 

identify unknown epQctra in the spectr!ll region 1095 

356.44 cm- \. The compounds with [N(C7H15)']+ as a cation 

were only identified using CC14 librery, because only tne5ie 

compounde were found sol",ble in solvents s",ch ae CC1 .. [21']. 

While four compounde, I(C03+E, KCo2+Si, NaCo3+Ga ~"d KC02+Ge 

were id..ntifi"d uaing the 1'16r, KCl Elnd Nujol l'braries. In 

case of the CC1, library, th.. searching was performed only 

in +he spectral region 1095 - 1110 cm-' and 740 - 356.44 cm

59 



;1 This 1e ~caus" a strong Dand waa obaer"'''d in 810 -740 

the ab50rbance spectrum of CC1 •. 

The working character, ..tics of each library wall found 

be dependent upon t...o faCt.Orll: one ie the total number 

deta pointe searched and another lS the match'ng 

t ..o epectra. These t ..o factora are rslated 

each other by a formula gi"'en 1n section 3.3.6. After 

lng many tr;ala, the best spectral range for sallrchin9 

epactra ..as found to be 1095 356.44 cm-'. For 

Nujol libraries ..ere created. Tha firet Nujol 

lbrarl" ueed the range 1095 - 355 cm- I. The aecond library 

the renge 1095 356.44 cm-·. using the first 

only 12 spectra out of 14 COuld be correctly 

identified ae the first choice. The epectrs of I(C02.,.9 and 

KCo2+Ga ..ere not i dent i fi ed uslt'lg th ieli brary. Whereas 

uling the escond library. all spactrll e)lcept the epectrum 

Clf KCo2+Ga could be 1det'lt1tied. For a total of 289 data 

"olnU, the match'nil resolution of first library ia given 

Ie 2.561 CIIT"', whereae for the second library thie 

rSllolution '5 given as 2.556 cm-' But for the first 

library, when the spectra .... re aearChEl'l .. ithin 1095 -356.44 

CIII"' .. i th the SliMe matCh i n9 reao 1ut i on then e 11 fourteen 

llpectra wera identified. 

To check the ..ork 1n9 accu racy of the Nujo 1 11 brary, the 

known apectrult! of KC02+Si ..as searChed against the aame 

spectrum etored in the libnlry. The 'hit quality inde)l' 
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of 0.000 WII6 found for this llpectrLlm (Tllble XVIII). 

thiS correct mlltching of the spectrum elltabllshed 

eXllct working of Bll crllsted librllries. 

Whsn the Llnknown apectrum of KC02+P WIIS lIeerched 

the Nujol sellrch librery within the above etllted 

l1mlt, then the first hit nWllber wae given to ths 

6psctrum of KC02+P w7th HQI, of' 0.138 (Figure 12, 

XIX). The second hit number wall 9,ven to HWll+P, 

13), with HQI of 0.393 becauae only these two 

thl:l eame central hetero IItom, P. The only 

in these compounds is the peripheral hetaro 

In first calle tha peripheral hetero atom 11; Co'· 

in the second C8S8 W~+ i6 the peripher-al hetero atom. 

Uss of' the Nujol library rllilultsd in accurate 

different1at10n of' the cOIIIPounds hBving tha 81111le central 

_taro atom and nearly tha 81111le peripharal hatero atom. 

II'n_n the unknown spectrum of' KC02+61 was searched aQBinat 

tn_ nujol library then the firllt hit n\lmber wa6 found for 

the known &pllctrum of KCo2+Si atored in the librllry with 

HQI, of 0.232 (Figura 14, Tabla XX). The second hit numbar 

'Ilea found for KC03+Si witn HQI of 0.371 (Figura 16). Tnis 

eearching loolo;s to be obv;oua bacausa out of all the 

8pectra in tnll library, only these two known ap&ctra. hava 

the ellme Si 8a cantra.l hetero IItom. Moreover, both tn"sa 

cOfTIPOUndli have aame pari phara. 1 nete ro litom, Co, but in 

diffarent oxidlltion stlltell. 

n 



In bo~h eeerGh resul~s, very close values of HOT's for 

known 15pectra etored in ~he library show how C106ely 

lr structureG resemble each other (Tables XVIII -XX). 

The heteropoly compounds show a vsry unu~ulI.l absorbance 

with the change in concent rat ion st II. gi yen 

'elength and oathlength. These abeorlJance Intla5urements 

performed only on ths flvs compounds contsining 

{C1Hu j.j+ 11.15 II. cation. ,l,e deecribed earlier these 

were found to be l!ioluble in non-polar solvents 

end CSI, 

The absorbance study wall. performed using II. new weighing 

which msy be known as the 'Method of Continuous 

iJut-ione'. The working datails of thia schsme arr. given 

tn IIl1ction 3.3.4.1. Two major a5sumptions were ueed for 

uee of this schsme. Firat, the rate of IIvaporation of 

solvent throughout the duration of experiment ie 

negligible Sll compared to the total weight of the solution. 

Second, the solution is assumed to be uniform during the 

couree of ~he e:<psriment. This scheme has three main 

advantages over the 'tradltional weighing method'. First, 

~ia scheme reduGes tne totsl number of weighinge for 

collecting the given number of spectrs. For eltample. 1f 

the general weighing eGheme is ueed to collect ten apectra 

then the number of weighinge will be 30. Thie new echeme 

hae reduced this number to 21. Thus in addition to 

reducing the eourcee of error due to "''IIi9hings, this new 
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hae the add; tiona 1 sdvantagtl of GaV1 ng tne 

rimental tUlle. Finslly, this new sche"'" haG 

i fi csnt 1y reduced the ..mount of samp 1e used. Becauae 

COGt this advantage ilil very notabls for tungsten 

To justify thia nQW scheme, two I116thods were employed 

a tripalmitin ayatem which was known to Obsy Beer's law 

Two grsphs of abaorban". versee concentration were 

for tripalmitin aolution in CCl< at 1146 cm-' (Figure 

'2, TabhlG XXXIII lind XXXIV). Onlt 13raph iG drawn uel!l13 the 

,radltional weighing techn1quQ snd another ill drewn uSlng 

newly do<lv;G.d scherne, At 1146 cm- t , the lnfrered 

of tripalmltin showa a cheracteristic peak due to 

group. Griffith I til] hlilt mentioned that at 1137 

ahowe a l1n..ar lncreaee of aDllorClance with 

1nCrellRing concentration "hen dieeolved in chloroform, 

Within th. IIxperimental concantration renge 1.490 - 13.492 

gIL, both grapha ehow thll linear incresee of absorbance 

with an increase in concentration. The elopee of these 

plots were not tho<l ll_. Thie d1ffQrsnce in elope ie 

probably due to change in pathlength becauae the cells were 

opened in bo<ltwesn two eXPerIments. Thie ahows that the 

rll5ulte frO/ll the new llch_ are 1n good lIgreement with 

thoGe obtained ualng the traditional wo<lighing scheme. 

All mentioned in results section, the five compounds for 

which the absorbence lltudy Wll5 psrformed are: Amc03+B, 
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z';'Si, AmC03+Zn. AmC03+Ga, and AmC02+G9. All compounda 

,n CC1.. In addition. AmC031-Ga 10'115 lilso 

For each sample, two plota were drawn at 

different wavenumber5 (Figurea 16 - 21, Tablea XXI 

The banda at these two wavenumbera, as deacrlbad 

are due to W-O vibrations and are free from eny 

band of the 5pectrum, In cese of Si. Zn, 

Ge. concentrationa were varieb within the range 2.361 

gil. While for 8 and Ga compounde, thia 

,ncentration Wli5 var;ed betwaan 1.665 - el,ee giL. Thase 

Icentratlon rangelS were arbitrllrlly chosen. 

At low concentrationll. 1111 compounds except AmCoJ+B, 

(F1gur-e Ie), ahowed a significlint deviations from the 

normal behavior of llb&orbenca .. ith 1ncreaeing 

concllntr-etiona i.a. frOlll the Beer's law in th/lt 

concentration region, Tt",;a 'acllttering' may be due to 

chsngea ln Chemical and vlbrational behavior of the HPA(a). 

For plots of AmCoJ"B at 949 lind 901 cm-' , the 

ablllorb"nce linear-ly increased within tha concentration 

range of 6.223 - 28.37 giL (Flgure 16, Tables XXI and 

XXII). From 31.71 - 39.34 giL, anott1er increasing trand 

..as obae rved but wi th a di fferent /lbsorp t ion proport1one I 

con&tant, K. For a glven HPC eat a given wavelength and 

pathl .. ngth. these different values of K indicate that the 

proportionality constant HI alao changing .. ith the 

ccncentration. Similerly, all othar Plots aho.. any 
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icullilr 1inllar increa"in{l trend of IiIbsorbance with thll 

expo r i I119nta 1 concantrat i on r a"yll. But, when thie 

'reaelng trend of absorbance is divided into psrts then 

:hin each part, the absorbancl'l doea increase 1 inear1 Y. 

• phenomenon 1S IIlUCh more pronounclld in the case of 

13~Ga when di"eolved in eso (Fi'Jure xx, TablQa XXIX and 

In this aolvent, for thll concentrat.ion ran{le was 

- 64.77 {I!L three beet fit l1nQs were drawn in t.hree 

,cctntration rsnges Of 1.1566 -16.59, 15.59 - 42.40, and 

." 54.TT g!L . The first beat fit line showe the 

Icat'tered' behavIor of absorbance. But thl'l later t.wo beet 

1 i nes clear 1y show 'the above eta ted absorbance 

In derlving the abeorbancQ - concentrat i on re 1at i on 

'1.e. Beer's Law: 

A = K • e 

ia sssumed that the absorbsnce proportionality constent. 

ia only a function of wavlllllngth of incident radlatlon. 

However, in case Of heteropoly compounds the different K 

val\les at diffarent concentrations aU99sst that this 

constant also depends upon the conc9ntration. In other 

words. for heteropoly compounde. ths Beer's Law can be 

wrlttlim ss: 

A=KIC)*C 

'0 ; 11ustrat9 that di fferent vibrationll. behave 

dHfQrently lilt variouG concentrations, a plot ..ae drlilwn for 
.,~ 
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abl:;orbance proportionality constant, K, at different 

,cantrations. A1eo, nonequivalent measurement condition", 

taking the rafsrence and solution ap9ctra may account 

these non-zero intercepts. These nonequival<ilnt 

conditions are due to the concentration valuss 

eolvent in the referancs and solution ep<ilctra. As 

,ted i., section 3,3.4., before taking a solution epectrum 

;;·.referenc& spactrum of the d 1SPill rs i va mad, um wae 

llected, In both cases, if the amount of &olvent 1S 

different abeorbance values wll1 be recorded 

expected. 1h,s difference 1n the e;w::pected and the 

absorbance values mey account for non-zero 

intercept, 

At the higheet expenlMlntal concentrations of 6i.11 

(or '1.62xl0~a l'!, if there iii no 8ny water of 

h)'dration preeent in the compou.,d). in case of AmC03+G8 in 

CSr (Figure XX) and 13.91 gIL, (0,. 2.l5B7;w::l0-! .... if there 

Ie nO any water of hydretion present in the compou.,d), in 

cese of AlIIC02+Ge in CC 1, (F i gurs XX! l, an "....e;w::pectad sudden 

drop in absorbance was observed. Without having eome more 

points beyond theae concentrations, nothinll ehould be 

concluded. But, thie peculier behavior of ebllorbance hes 

rais9d &ome uncerta;ntiee about the chemical nature of 

these two compounds. A poeeible e;.\planation for this 

observation ie given by Ingle and Crouch [41], According 

to them, at hi!1her concentrations II. signifIcant portion of 

7 'j 



inC1dent rll.dill.tion is II.bsorbed. A fract10n of ttnos 

n!d iat 1on is conve rted to f 1uonU~C.,nC8 and 

by the detector. Thue, the observed radiant power 

sll.mple HI higher t.hllon e",pected. Thill change in 

radiance po...,r causea the 10ll'er meaosurement of 

For a samp 1e to obey Beer' e LIIoW, the peak for Il'h i ch 

abaorbance - concentration plot is drawn. must alll'ayos 

at the same ..avenumber i.e. there ehould not ba any 

shifting. But for A/OC:oJ.l3a 1n CSll, IIot loll' 

m:;entrations the peak at 9.019 cm-' is found to be shif'ted 

alther side by 2 C,.,-1 (Table XXXVII). The reaolution of 

,1'1. apactrll. is 4 cm- I but thie ehifting Cllon be a poeeible 

observed scattaring of' the absorbance IIot loll' 

concentrlltloh and of the deviation frolll Beer'a LlIow in 

Griffith [8] mentioned thllot this type of oshifting 

may be due to inatrull'lilntal error. This type of' 

inatrumental error 1'1 FT-IR PIIIly occur if the veloc1ty of 

,llOvable mirror in JI'Iicheleon optice ie not uniform. 

According to h1111, for the GP'lctra obtained from FT-IR 1n 

addition to etray radiation, ineufficient reeolution may be 

a possible caues of obeerved deviation from Beer'e La... 

But the peak sh i ft incase of AmC03.B in CC 1. is not 

obeerved (Table XXXVIII), ~enCQ. thie observation has 

rulsd out the firost poeeibility due to inetrumental error. 

Aa mentioned earlier, the spectra ..ere collected II.t 4 cm- 1 

"
 



,olution. Tnerefore, to jUlltify Griffith'll explll.nll.tion 

ineuff i c 1ent relilo 1ut i on, further etudy needs to be done 

the mll.XimUlll rellolutlon. of 1 CI'll-1. 

Multiple reflectiona of the in"'rarlld radill.tion lit the 

of the wjndow~ may explain the unuaual high abeornll.nce 

An'lCoJ"'Zn in CClt for both wlI.velengthll at 9.656 giL 

XVIII). BllCII.U~lI about 4_ of the radiations 

the rell.r cell "'all - air interface is rafl"cted 

and pll.SII"lI through the so 1ut lon. Most 

this refl"cted radiation pasees out of the cell; 

about 4_ of th" radiant is rsflectlld off the fron~ 

- sir interfll.ce and th8n pellses bsck through the 

8Olutlon. In th1e ",ay. the reflected ray experumces a 

of three t1l1\&ll of the eplI.cer thiekneall and 

correeponds to 0.15" of the di reet trenlill'lli tted bell.n'l. 

Hlllnce, the n8t r811ult of multTple reflecllone causes thlll 

htgher vlI.lue of thie obslllrved "'beorbll.nce than 8xpected 

because p"'rt of the monitored radi"'tion 18 "'bsorbed n'lOr8 

etrohgly due to the enhll.nced path18ngth. 

The vlI.riability 11'1 the p"'thlength trll.v8reed by the reys 

of the incident beal'll can 811 ..0 cause the devilltion from 

888r'8 Lliw. Thickness measurabOnt of Taflon Gpacar which 

WII.S ueed for collecting the spectrll indicatad that it is 

not uniform at all pOints. The thickneell. of tha 8PllCllr ",as 

found to lie between 55x10-' - 45x10- 1 m. 

The infrared spectra of AmC02... S1 COll11cted II.t three 

"
 



times raised some uncertaintltlee ebout lr.,. 

with respect to time and perhsps, with respect to 

lersture (Figure XXIV). Threa infrared Gpectra of th;e 

,und tBken 1n CC1. at approximately one month intervala 

the I!Ippel!lrance and/or the disappeerance of some 

These spectra were collected for nearly the same 

10.65 lji/L. This unique behavior probably 

during th1s tilllQ int9rval there wae eomt' 

occurred Which reeulted in the app9arance and 

sappearance of the p9aks. This behavior aleo euggests 

justify thie explanation 601llQ more studles need to 

done with other compounda at different inter\lala of time 

at different concentrations. 

Dna way to give eame more GUpporttnlji evidences to this 

peculiar absorbance beha\lior ie to lIlQa&ura the 

index, n, of the eolution at diffarent 

i::oncantrationa, If aOlllQ lnconeietency ie obaerved in the 

changing behavior of refracti\le 1ndex, which ia generally 

dl,le to the ,,~nection loes at the cell wall and solution 

interface, with concentration then the proportionallty 

constant, 11., must be modif1ed 1n terms of 11.' as 91\1en 

below: 

11.' "II.. !n/(n~ .j. 2)2} 

The changee 1n refrBlct1""1 index can aleo caUO;B the change 

1n poeition, eHa. and solid angle of the ray transmitted 

to the detector (41]. 

p.n 



Sacond sugg..sted way is to do th.. conductomElt.ric 

of thO! lSolution at different concentrat1onlS. 

n..ceaa!lry r ..quirement for El compound to g1ve Its 

nfrared ep..ctrum ilS that ther.. shou)d be El change In 

d1pole moment during the molecular vibration. If lSome 

1n conduct Ion mell.lSurement ara Observed then that 

a po&aible cau.... for the shifting of peake. Any 

1n conduct i on meaaure1l'\enta wi 11 def ; n i t .. l y changs 

dipole mOlll8nt in some uneKpected way b&clIuse dipole 

i& the vector product of charge and the 

di liP lacement. 

hateropo 1y compounde ers at.lb 1e 1n moderate 1y ac id i c 

solution but unstable in baaic SOlutlcn (llection 1.2.4.); 

therefore, another auggested way ia to meaaure the ac1dity 

of the solution II.t diff.. rent concentrations. If the 

aC1d1ty of the solution ia found to be s1gnificently 

changad, then thia _y be a possible e"pl.lnlltion for the 

Observed devilltion from Beer'lS Law, snd for the aPPearancll 

andlor dillslJlJearance of Bome PQaks alS ob5erv..d in calSe of 

AmC02+S1 slJectra 111 eel. c;ol1ect..d at three d1ffer.,nt 

t1mea. 

B '. 
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Table XII 

peak Table 
1""r 

AmCo3+G-a Spectrum 

"C"
 
Cone""t,ati"n: 61.1l giL 

Peak Sensitivity Facto,: 20 

Ab'lorb"ne'"

0.028 
0.028 
0_072 
0.093 
0.087 
0.OS7 
o.o',s 
0.0::<5 
0.034 
0.022 
o.o!.~ 

0.032 
0.025 
0.041 
0.028 
0.0~2 

0.046 
0_041 
0.030 

flelativ.. 
",,,,,,o,bane,"

0.298 
0.302 
0.771 
1.000 
0.936 
0.934 
0.704 
0.374 
0.369 
0.232 
O. !..H 
o. 3~8 

0.274 
D. ~43 

0.297 
0.556 
D.496 
0_44? 
D.319 
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I ",bl" ·.. 10< 

S",a.rc:h Resu1 t 
'oc 

U"k,,,,,...n 1<80;;' t P 
'0 

N~jo) Standard library 

1095 c01-lF-om ':;56. 44 

poi.nts' 250::FI""" 2.56: c01-1 

"0'Narr""" 0.138, XCo2+P 
G. ~9~, ~101<,>+F 
0.398, XCo3+£:I 
0.427, ;;Co.HSi 
0.443, XC01"B 
0.4BB, XCol-tG" 
0.504, KC,,:PZrI 
0.510;;CoZ+Ge8 0.515, Hujol 
<.l. SiSNil!.:o3-t-lOa'0 0.537HilW6 ..HlU 0.57)Kco2..si 
0.57 I" KCo3-tZnn 0.621KCo3+H2

" 
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Tabls XXI 

Ab30rbanc~ v~ Concentration 

Concentration 
gIL 

8.22 
11.31 
1."3.64 
16.58 
20.27 
25.2~ 

28.37 
31.71 
3!>.S9 
~9. ,l4 

-lIeg ..e~~ion 

Con,.tant 
"d 'n 0' ,, SQua ..ed 

'0' 
AmCo3+B in ., 

Wavslsngth = 

Ob,... rved 
Absorbance 

o. os!> 
0.067 
0.072 
0.080 
0.093 
0.109 
0.118 
0.103 
D.ll!> 
0.118 

au tpu t_Fi r,. t_ 
0.0299 

CCl'" 

949 em-i. 

C~lcul.. tsd
 
Ab~o"b... nce
 

0.055 
0.065 
0.072 
0.081 
o 093 
0.108 
0.118 
0_10'" 
0.112 
0.120 

Diff ....ence 
(Cal - Obs) 

0.')01 
-O.DO? 
0.000 
0,002 

-0.001 
-0.001 
0.000 
0.001 

-0.003 
0.001 

, 
'0. 0' Point,. 7.0000 '0. 0< Points 3.0000 
O",gr"e Clr Freedom !>.OOOO Degree 0' Freedom 1.0000 

Coeff icient(,.j 0.0031 , Co"fficient(s) 0.0021 
"d 'n 0' Coer. 0.0001 "d 'n 0' Coef. 0.0006 

~roportlonaliLy Con"tanl., K, - First Segment 0.00.31 l./g 
Intercept on .,- a>o:i" for First ~egment 0.0299 

Proportionality Constant, K, - Sscond S .. gmOilnt, 0.0021 L/g 
Intercept on y~ axis for Second S,.,gmsnt. 0.0382 

0.0013 Std Err 0.00.320' ,'" 0.9971 , Squared '" 0.9225 

_R"9re...,.ion Output_Second_ 
CC'"~t... nt 0.0382 
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Table. X)(ll
 

'lb6orbancs liS Concer-.tration
 
'0' 

AIIlCo31"8 in CCl.(., 
~avelength = 901 em-I. 

Conc.. ntration Ob~srved Calcu.la tad Diff .. nmCB 
g/e Ab:i<orbance Absorbance (Cal " Obs) 

8.22 0.067 0.069 0.001 
11.31 0.08.': 0.081 -0.003 
13.64 0.089 0.090 0.001 
16.58 0.099 0.101 0.002 
20.:21 0.117 0.115 -0.001 
2~.<:5 0.134 0.134 0.000 
28.37 0.1,(6 0.146 0.000 
31. 71 0.132 0.133 0.002 
35.59 0.147 0.J44 -0.003 
39.34 0.152 0.154 0.002 

_Regreeeion output_first_ _AeQression ou tpu t_Secol'ld_ 
Constant 0.0368 Constant 0.0480,,, 0' , ,., ,,, 0' , ,.,0.0017 0.0038,'"Squared 0.9972 ,'"Squ.\Orad 0,9353

'0. 0' Poi I'l ts '0. 0' Point.. .3 .0000 

, 
7.0000 

D..gr.... 0' Fr....dom 5.0000 Degree 0' Freedo," 1.0000 
Co..ff ieisn t (6) 0.0039 , Coeffici"I'lt(s) 0,0027,,, 0' Cosf. 0.0001 g" ,,, 0' Ccef. 0.0007'"
 

Propcrtionality Constant. K, - rir",t Segment 0.0039 L/g 
In!... re ..nt on '1'- ",xis 1'or Fir~t Segm",nt 0.0368 

Propor-tiot".lity Ccnstant, 1'., - S ..eond Segment 0.0027 Ltg 
Inter-cept on 'T'- axis for Sscond Seg",ent 0.0480 

'"
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T"bl0 XXIV 

Ab~orban8e vs concentr~tion 
foe 

AmC02+si in O:G14 

w..veler.~th "'= 909 em-I. 

Calculated l);.fffH'enceObserved 
Absorbance Ab,;orb..nce (e,," Db!')

Concentration 
,Ie 

0.0030.017 0.0202.';:;8 
0.00':0.020 0.0223. j 2 

-0.003
4.02 0.026 0.024 

--C_OOl0.028 0.0265. 4.~ 
-0.0030.032 o. o.~o7.10 
-0.0000.033 0.0338.60 

0.034 0.0';:;1 0.00310.6';:; 

____RegrBssio output 
constant 

cc-o c , 
0.0155 

Std El"r of "i E~t 0.0028 
R Squared 0.8501 
No. of Ob~arvations 7.0000 
Degree';! of Freedom 5.0000 
X Coefficient(s) 0.0020 
Std Err of CoeL 0.0004 

Proportion~lity constant: 0.0020 Ltg 
Intercept on y ~~j~ : 0.0155 

1 , t 
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Table )(XVI 

Absorbance vs Concentration 
'oc 

AmCo3+1n in CC1~ ., 
~avelength ~ 1376 em-l. 

CONCEtHRATION Observed Calculated Oi ffBrene .. 
,Ie Absorbance Abs.orb.. nce (Ce-I - Db") 

3.03 0.012 0.009 -0.004 
3.46 o .ooa 0.010 0.001 
4.17 0.010 0.011 0.002 
5.53 0.012 0.014 0.002 
7.18 0.017 0.018 0.001 
9.66 0.026 0.023 -0.003 

11.ez 0.02a 0.027 -0.000 
14.55 0.032 0.033 0.001 

~"oo~egras.s.ion output-,,,,,,,,
Constant 0.0023 
Std Err of .,. E"t 0.0024 
R SQu~red 0.9394 
No. of Observations 8.0000 
Degrees of Freedom 6.0000 
)( Coefficient(s) 0.0021 
Std Err of Coaf. 0.0002 

Proportionality Constllnt, )(: 0.0021 L/g 
Intercept on .,.- a~is 0.0023 

1 3"
 



Table XXVII 

~beorbance vs Concentrdtion 
'DC 

AmC03~G~ jn CC14 ., 
Wavelengt~ ~ 947 cm-l 

Cnnce" tra tion Obge~ved C"lculatad Difference 
,Ie Ab~Orbance ~bsorb...nce (Cal - op"j 

7.45 0.018 0.018 -0.000 
11.07 0.020 0.021 0.001 
13.76 0.024 0.024 -0.000 
17.40 0.0:<'8 0.027 -0.001 
22.49 0.032 0.032 0.001 
29.86 0.038 0.038 -0.000 
34.51 0.040 0.040 -O.OOl 
3';1.66 0.039 0.04l 0.002 
45.62 0.044 0·043 -O.OOl 
52.09 0.062 0.062 

~egreaeion output_Fi rllt_ _Ragressiooutput__Second _ 
Conetant 0.0107 Conlltant 0.0:<'93 
Std Err of Y Eat 0.0010 Std Err of Y Est 0.0016 
R SQuared 0.9749 R Squared 0.7090 
NO. of Pointe 5.0000 ~Q. 01' Points 4.0000 
D~Qrae of Freedom 3.0000 Degra" 01' Freedom 2 .0000 
X Co..fficient(~) 0.0010 X Co~ffici ..nt(s) 0.0003 
Std Err of CoeL 0.0001 Std Er-r- of coer. 0.0001 

Proportionality Cons tal) t. '. - First Segment • 0.0010 'I,
Intercept 00 ,- a)(15 'oc First Segment: • 0.0107 

Proportionality Con'5tant, - Sacond Segl"~l)t • 0.0003 L/~'.lnt.. rcBpl 00 ,- ",xi'S 'oc Fir~t S"'9mBnt • 0.0:<'9:! 

1 ?" 



Table XXVIII 

Absorbance ve Concentra'tion 
foe 

AmCo3+Gia in CC}4., 
Wavelength = 883 cm-l 

conc..ntration Observed Calculat..d Ditt",-ence 
,Ie Absorb",nce Ab"orbanc", (Cal - Obal 

7.45 0.019 0.019 0.000 
11.07 0.D22 D.023 0.001 
13.76 D.027 0.027 -0.000 
17.4D 0.034 0.052 -0.002 
22.49 0.0';:;7 0.038 0.001 
29.86 D.046 0.047 0.000 
34.5J 0.052 0.050 -0.001 
';:;9.66 D.D52 0.054 0.001 
45.62 0.058 0.058 -0.000 
52.09 0.079 0.079 

_Regre"sion outputJir=-t_ __Regr'eesion output_Second_ 
Conetant O.02o!.l Constant o.ooee 
Std Err of Y Est 0.0015 Std Err of Y Est O.OOlo!. 
R Squared 0.9349 R Squared 0.9675 
Mo. of Ob5.. rvatio 4.000D Mo. of Observatio S.OOOO 
Degrees of Freedo 2. 0000 Degrees of Freedo 3.0000 
X Coafficient(5) 0.0007 x Coafficient(s) 0.001';:; 
Std Err ot Coef. 0.0001 Std Err of Coet. 0.0001 

Proportionality COl"!-6tant, K, - First Segment 
Intarcept on Y-a~i5 for First Segment 

0.0007 
0.0261 

Ltg 

Propo r t; ona11 ty Const"n t, K, - Second Seg'"en't 
Intercept on Y-axis for Second Segment 

0.0013 
0.008D 

Lig 
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T"'t>1e XXIX 

AbsQrb;;,.,c", VS Concentr3tiun 
'oc 

AmC03+G", in CS:' 

~avelength = 9~9 em-I. "' 
Concen t ra t ior. Ob"er'~ed Calculated Oif-fen""oF! 

,Ie Absorbllr.cfo Absorbance (Cal' Dbs) 

1.66 0.020 0.056 0.036 
2.27 0.016 0.048 0.032 
.3.21 0.016 0.042 0.026 
4.87 0.030 0.042 0.012 
7.97 0.025 0.037 0.013 

J6.59 0.(>~.3 0.O~2 0.001 
24 .7 l 0.0.17 0.040 -0.006 
35.16 (,. 'Jc,o O.O~O ~.010 

~2. ~o 0.052 0.039 -0.012 
~6. ~5 O.vo:! -0.0509 -0.1:':;: 
5~. 77 0.086 -0.061 -0.14' 
61.11 0.072 0.072 

_R.,grB.",ion cutputJirst_ _Regression ou tpu t _Sseond_ 
Con5tal)~ 0.01~8 Con5t .... nt 0.0:!77 
Std Err 01 'I' E5t 0.0048 Std Err of 'I' E"t 0.0008 
R Squ ... red O. l ,2 R Squared v.')/48 
~o. 01 Poi nt5 6.0000 Iojo. of Points 4.0000 
Degree 01 Freedom 4.0000 Degree of Freedom 2.0000 
X Coe11icienq,,) 0.0017 X CoefliciBnt(s) 0.0003 
Std Err 01 coar. 0.0004 Std Err 01 Coe1. 0.0000 

R.,grfossion output_T~ird__ 
Con5U'nt, -0.0674 
Std Err of Y 0.0040 
R Squared 0.'17 40 

~o. of Point", 3.0000 
Degree of F,'sedom 1. 0000 
X Coefficient: 0.0028 
Std frr of Coer. 0.0005 

Proportionality Constant., "-, - First Seg"'.."t O. (l0l7 L/g 
Intercept on Y-"1o:1s for first ::; ..gment 0.OJ~8 

Proportionality C:unst,.,'n, K. - Second S ..g",,,,,t 0.'\003 L/II 
I~ter~ept on Y-axi~ rac Second Segment O.O.n7 

Pr'oportionalitv Con"t"nt. 1<" Thir<l Segment 0.[>028 L/g 
Interr:oept. on \'-axis to" 'hi rd S",g,.",,,t :-0.0",~ 

1 ,7
 



lable xxx 

Absorbance V5 Concentr3tiun
,,'

AmC03+Ga in CS2
 

Wavelength,"' 8B2 eln-i.
 

ConlOentr"tion 
,Ie 

Obserlled 
Absorb.. nlOe 

C"lculated 
Ab~orbanee. 

ui ffgrence 
(L"l - Ob5) 

i.e6 0.021 0.016 
-',-

·O.LlD:' 
2.27 0.015 C>.OlS 0.003 
3.2l O.Oll 0.020 0.009 
4.87 0.031 0.023 -0.008 
7.97 0.029 0.030 0.001 

16.'>9 0.049 0.049 0.000 
24.71 0.054 0.055 0.001 
35.18 0.065 0.06l ·0.003 
42.40 0.063 0.066 0.002 
48.45 0.081 0.083 0.001 
!;4.77 0.104 (.1.103 -0.001 
6l.11 0.093 0.093 

_Regre5eion O.... tp.... t_First_ -Jlosgreeeion outpuL_Second 
Constant 0.012:7 Constant 0.0391 
Std Err ef ,. Eost 0.0066 Std Err of Y Est 0.0030 
R SQ....ar ..d 0.8152 A SQuared 0.8951 
!'Ie. ef Points 6.0000 No. of Points 4.0000 
Degree of Freed~ 4.0000 Degree of Freedom 2.0000 
X Coeffiei .. ntCs) 0.002:2 K C"e1fieient("') 0.0006 
Std Err of Coef. 0.0005 Std Err of Co"f. 0.0002 

-Regreososion output__Third __ 
Con5tant -0.0760 
Std Err 01 Y E5t 0.0014 
R SQuared 0,9977 
!'Io. 01 ppints 3.0000 
DegrBe of Freedom 1.0000 
X CoefficiBnt(s) 0.0033 
Std Err of coef. 0,0002 

Proporti,,,,ality Con!Otant, K, - Fir.. , S.,grn"nt 
lnterc..~t. on Y-a"is 10r Firet Segment 

0.002:2 
0.OL27 

L/g 

Proportion",lity constant, K, - Second Segment 
1I1tercept On 'I"-8><i" for' S.,cand Segment 

0.0001'> 
0.0391 

1/9 

~r'mortian"li.ty C:O"5t""t, ~. - Thi"d S"<J,,,er,t 
intercept on Y-a\{i~, for Third Seonn",t 

0.0033 
;-0.0760 

i../g 
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Tabl" XX>;I 

Absorbance vs Concerltr ... tion 

'0'
 
AmCo2~Ge in CC14 

Wavelength, 957 em-I."

'"
 
Concentration Observed CIIlcuLated Di ff",-ence
 

Absorbance Absorbance ((:,,1 - Dba\
 

2.88 0.012 0.013 0.001 
3.35 0.012 0.014 0.001 
3.65 0.014 0.014 0.000 
4,54 0.016 0.01"> -0.OC 1 
5.79 0.016 0.026 -C.UlO 
7.07 0.018 0.018 -0.000 
8.76 0.OL9 0.019 -0.000 

10.31 O. 024 0.021 -0.00:'; 
12. 1<!. 0,024 0.023 -0.001 
13.08 0.025 0.0?4 -0.002 
13.91 0.019 0.0;;-" 0.005 

,,;;:;.Regres;;. ion Ou tput
;Con:>tllnt 0.010 
Std Err of Y Est 0.00";/ 
Correlation Squared 0.787 
Ho. of Observations 11.000 
Degree§ of Freedom 9.000 
X Coefficient 0.001 
Std Err of Ct,>ef. 0.000 

PI'OPO rtic"" 1 i ty Cons t.ant • /,;, 0.001 L/g 
Intel'cept on Y- axi,. O.OLO 
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T;l,bl~~)()(II 

Ab,;;or-bance VS Conc.,ntraticln 
fO!· 

AmCo2+Ge in [.:C14., 
Wavelength = aas em-I. 

CONCENTRATlON Observ..d C",lcwlated Diff",rence 
9/ l Absorbance Absorb,~nce ('::31 - Ob~) 

2.88 0.019 0.022 0.003 
3.35 0.020 0.022 0.002 
3.65 0.023 0.023 0.000 
4.54 0.025 0.024 "0.001 
5.79 0.027 0.026 "0.001 
7.07 0.029 0.028 -0.·:)01 
8.76 0.031 O. O.~O -0.001 

10.31 0.037 O.O~" ~O.005 

l2. l6 0.037 0.0-35 -().uo.~ 

D.08 0,038 0.036 -0.002 
1-3.91 0.02E' 0.037 0.009 

___Regression outPut -,""~ 
Constant 0.018 
std Err of Y [5t 0.004 
R Squared 0.699 
Woo of Obgervations 11.000 
Degree5 of Freedom 9.000 
x Coefficient(s) 0.001 
9ta Err of Coef. 0.000 

Proportionality Con~tant, ~. 0.001 L/g 
Intercept on Y- axis 0.018 

;·0
 



Table :XXXIII 

Tr<ldiLional Weighing Techhique 

Abea~bance vs Concentr<ltian 
'oc 

Tripl'llmitin in CCL4 

Wavelangth"' : 1746 cm-l 

Concen t 1''1 tion Obaerv..d C<llculated Difference 
gIL Ab"orbance I'lbsor'bance (Cal - Obs) 

2.29 0.030 0.032 0.001 
J.J4 0.040 0.038 -0.002 
5.8:l 0.048 0.054 0.006 
6.56 0.066 0.0$9 -0.007 
9.48 0.076 0.07& 0.001 

.~,,-c__RegreS5ion Output~ 

(;on.L8nt 0.017D 
Std Er~ of Y Eat 0.0057 
R Squl'l r"d 0.9310 
No. ot Ob~ervations 5.0000 
Degrees Of fraadom 3.0000 
:x coefftcient(s) 0.0064 
std Err 01' Coel'. 0.0010 

Proportionality Con~tl'lnt. ,,;, 0.001!.4 L/g 
Intercept on Y-a~is 0.0170 

'"
 



Table XXXIV 

NB'" "'''';9Ioing Tachnioue 

Ab$orbance v~ ConcBntration 
'oc 

Trip",lmitir\ in CCL4 .,
 
"ave length 0 174~ cm-l 

Concentration Obs~rved Calculdted DiffBrBnce 
,;C Absorbance Ab"orbanc" (Cal - 0\,'0; ) 

1. 49 O.O4?l 0.020 0.001 
1. 89 0.021 0.04?2 0.001 
2.51 0.02~ 0.025 -0.001 
3.02 0.027 0.04?~ 0.001, 0.031 0.031 -0.000" 

Du tput_.__O=~==_RB",- ..ssion 
Con~t... nt 0.012J 
Std Err o~ 'r' to"t 0.0011 
R Squared 0.9520 
No. of Observations 5.0000 
D8gcBes of Freedom 3.0000 
x COBffidentCs) 0.0053 
Std Err of COlOr. 0.0007 

~roportion",11t~ Constant, K: 0.0053 LIS! 
r"t. .. '-.;ep"t on '1'-"'>0:15 0.0121 

>4,
 



Table X.... X" 

Concentration "'''' Peak Po",1 tion 

Second H1ghEl!;t Absort- ... nc.e 
wi th 

Respect. to the Absorb... nce BB2 cn,-! 

"
 
to. 

"'mC05+G" in CS2 

O"er"ll r:l '-5 t Second Third Fourth 
Caneen tr", t ion 

,Ie 
SeQ",ent 

C,"-l 
S",gment 

cm-l 
Segmenl 

cm-l 
Segment 

c~,-I 

1. 66 '"2.27 397 
3.21 '"4.B7 '"7.9' m 

16.59 669 

24.11 781 
35.18 '" 
42.45 '"48.45 '"54. T1 
61.11 

781 

". 
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APPENDIX C - GLOSSARY
 

a Number of centra' hetero atom 

A Absorbance 

A, Number of atome 1n the HPA which are bonded to only 
one atOlll. 

b Numb"r of Peripheral hetero atom 

B Angle between infrared 1ight 80urce and optical axis 
of col 111118tor . 

B(Fr) Total number of bande for FI moae of vibration. 

c (1~-b) 

cm A untt for _asuring path lIIngth. 

cm-l A unit for wavenumber 

C Concentration {Abeorbance end Concentration are 
related by the formula, A .. K * C). 

CI a ay_try op"ration i ,e, the rotatio" by 1800. 

Ca III sy_try 0p"r.t1on i. e. the rotat ion by 1~o.. . 
C. a point group 

d Spatial displace_nt between f1xed and movable 
m1 rrors of ; nterferOflleter. 

d.f. Degree of freedoms. 

D Total number of dsta p01nts on the spectrum 

e Net charge on the heteropoly enion. 

E Identity operat10n i.e. the rotation by 3600. 

ED Optical throughput of d1epereive inetrument. 

E, Opt i ca 1 throughput of Mt chel eon i nterferornate... 

Frv) Modulated freQuency 

F, Vibrationally active IIIOde of Td point group. 

F.-Ill Fourier Tnlnsform Infrar<la Spectroscopy. 

'" 



FWHH Full width at helf height 

, A unit for weight
 

G(dm) Reducible repr.eentat101'1 for dipole moment Of T~
 
POl nt group. 

G(F,) Reducibl. reprelllentation for Fz 1lI0da of vibratiol'l. 

G( i nt) Reduci b 1'II repreaentlllt 10n for i nterl'lS 1 coord 11'1atea of 
the HPA. 

G(m) Reducible reprsaentatiol'l for all typea of motion of 
atome 11'1 the anion. 

G(rad) Reducible repreael'ltation for redul'ldal'lc1ee preGel'lt in 
1nternal coordil'latea. 

Q(t) Reduc1bl. representation for tranalatory motion of 
each et.ollla 11'1 the HPA. 

G(v) Reducible p"epreaentat'ion for vibratory motion of 
each atom in the HPA. 

h Poil'lt group ord.r 

"" Order g1ven to 8P8ctra stored in the 1 ibrary in 
matching e ul'lknown apectrum. 

"PA Heteropoly eniol'l 

"PO Heteropoly compound 

Hit quelity index of the unkl'lowl'I apectrum matChed,. "0' againat tne epectre stored in the 11brary.
 

"' Hertz, a unit of frequel'lcy.
 

I(l) Intel'le1ty of light rll,diation of wavelength, L.
 

T(x) Intene1ty Of interferogrsm, a moduleted part of
 
I'(x). 

I'(X) Inteneity of tre:n&m1tted beam aa a function of x. 

1(11') coe:ine Fourier inllerse of l(lC) 

IlS Inetrulll6nt 1il'le ehop" function. 

III Infra-red 

'"
 



K Absorbance proporti onll.l i ty constant 

K' A modified absorbance proportionll.lity constant. 

1 Ligand attached to the periphera.l hetero atom, Y 

L Wsvelength 

L A eymbol for liter. a unit of volulII&. 

m A unit for measuring the thickness of the 60acsr. 

m Band angle deformation 

mg A unit for 1118l1l1euring the "",66 

H A unit for concentration tTl Moles L-' 

M Humber of reeolution elehSnte of Fourier 
epectrometer. 

MI Hultiplicity of the coplannar bond meet' nil at the 
'1.1'1118 IItOll1. 

n Refractive 1ndex of solution IIlIt e given wa"elength. 

n Out of plane bend1ng 

H Huaber of atoms remllllin unehlfted under each symmetry 
operllllt10n, 

H. HUII'Iber of IIlIt~ in the tiPA 

Hb Humber of bondll. in the tiPA 

Hdp Totsl number of datil. pointll. ueed to metch II. unknown 
II.pectrum IIlIgainet a spectrum II.tored in the librsry 

H.	 Total number of internll.l coordinll.tes "orresponding 
to bll.nd ang 1e deformll.t ions in the tiPA duri ng 
vibrll.tory motion. 

H"	 Total number of internal "oordinatea corr,ao;ponding 
to out of Plene bending5 in the tiPA during vibratory 
motion. 

Hp	 Total nUlllber of internal coordinates correspond,ng 
to toraions produced in the HP", during vibnltot"y 
motion. 

H.	 Total number of internll.l "oordinatee "orresponding 

I 4. "! 



to lltretchingl5 in the HPA during vibratory 1Il0tion. 

p Torsion produced during the vibration 

pi Phasa correctione due to optical. electronic and 
SIllllP1i ng ef"f"'llcte, 

a Angle of" rotation due to each eYmm8try operstion. 

r Repatitive number of" eech sylll/llQtry operation. 

R Resolution of" the apectrometer. 

R'llB Resolution psrameter 'll'llm'll 1515 that of R, but uaed f"or 
annotating the epectrl5. 

Res Re'llolution f"or matching a unknown spectrum with the 
spectra stored in the library. 

s Stretching in bond 

Sd Symmetry operation corresponding to ref"lection 
throug~ a dihedral mirror plane. 

lin SYlllmetry operation correapondlng to ref"lection 
through a hor i zonta 1 m1 rror plane. 

S.	 a ey_try operetion i.e. f"iret rotation by 90° end 
then ref"lectton. 

SincA Sin(A)/A. a instru~nt line ahape f"unction. 

SNR 91gnal to noiee ratio, 

Td Tetrahedral e}'lllllllltry point group. 

v FreQuency of" the source radiation. 

v' WavenulIlber 

v' •• ~ MaXimum wavenumber on th'll I5p'llctrum. 

V'.,n Min;mulll wavenumber on the spectrum. 

V Velocity cf" lIloving mirror in the 1nterf"erometer. 

Wi Weight of the eolvent added each time a,f"t9r 
collecting a epectrum. 

~ Optical path difference. 

15~ 
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